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County Fair Opens -
Four-Wheel Drive, Rabbit
Show Winners Announced
Jerry Wheeler, of Dukedom, Tenn.,
took the 6,500 modified class with a
"through pull" in the four-wheel drive
pull competition last night at the
Murray-Calloway County Fair.
Other winners included Pete
Galloway, of Farmington, with a win in
Class A; Gary Canter, Lynnville, Class
B; Kenny Davis, Class C; Jimmy
Wiggins, Mayfield, Class D; andPhillip
Smith, Farmington, Class E. - -
Winners in the 4-H Rabbit Show in-
eluded Paul Moffett, Best Mixed
Breed; Mike Clark. Best Fancy Breed;
Chris Clark, Best Single Fryer; Bill
Melton, Best Fur Breed; and Pat Clark,
Best Meat Rabbit and Best in Show.
Tonight will feature one of the main
attractions of the annual county fair,
the Nationwide Demolition Derby. Cars
from a large area surrounding Murray
will be entered in the derby, with the
last car to remain mobile the winner.
Also today, the Jersey Cattle Show is
set for ten a. m. Wednesday's activities
will feature the Holstein-Friesian
Cattle Show at ten a. m., with family
night at five p. m. and bluegrass music
at 7:30 p. m. as the grandstand at-
traction.
The largest opening night crowd in
the recent history Of the fair, estimated
at 2,000 people, attended last night's
events. The winning ticket-holder of
last night's $500 give-away was not
present and tonight's prize will be
$1,000.
Decision Expected Today On
Carter's Running Mate Choice
'NEW YORK ( API- Jimmy Carter
was expected to decide on a running
mate today after the Democratic
convention heard keynoter fBarbara
Jordan's rousing call for a new
"national community" to fulfill
America's purpose.
Carter intimates indicated he would
• make ,his choice today although it
, probably won't be announced until
Thursday, following Carter's own
presidential nomination Wednesday.
Speculation centered on Sens.
Edmund S. Muskie, Walter Mondale
and John Glenn as the leading
prospects for the No. 2 spot. Also under




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll has been asked by the
Kentucky Education Association Board
of Directors to include, the subject of
professional negotiations in his call for
a special session of the General
Assembly this fall.
'Carroll has said he will call such a
setsion sometime between
Thanksgiving and Christmas. _ .
In a letter to the governor, KEA
President Jim Sproul and KEA
Executive Secretary Robert L. Sum-
mers said that "the need for teachers to
have a guaranteed right to negotiate
has increased since the General
AsSernbly adjourned."
The KEA advocates legislation that
would allow public school teachers to
engage in collective bargaining. The
KEA worked to get such a law enacted
during the General Assembly's regular
session earlier this year.
Henry Jackson and Acilai StevenSon...—
Meanwhile, the first real excitement
of the convention was added by Miss
Jordan, the black congresswoman from
Texas, who brought yawing delegates
to their feet with a speech that. took
some pages from the Carter stylebook.
"We must restore our belief in our-
selves," Miss Jordan said. "We must
address and master the future together.
"It can be done if we restore the
belief that we share a compsopeational
endeavor, if we restore our sense of
national • community," she told the
cheering conventioneers.
"We are a people in search of a
national community," she said. Such a
search is an attempt "to fulfill our
national purpose, to create and sustain
a society in which all of us are equal."
Miss Jordan, who had been men-
tioned in early speculation -over a
Carter running mate but had not made
the list of finalists, received a standing
ovation before and after she spoke and
upstaged Seri, John Glenn, the other
opening night keynoter who is still On
Carter's lists of prospects.
Glenn had first crack at the audience
in a speech declaring that "this is the
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Deaths & Funerals. 12
Roses Section 8 pages
despaillksiabgild a nation of justice, a
nation lity, a nation of oppor-
tunity in which we._ can be proud
patriots." _
But the delegates, who have ta!kid
the stimulus of a nominating contest,
milled about the convention floor and
chatted among themselves throughout
the Glenn speech.
It was a different matter, however,
when Miss Jordan, the first black
woman ever to keynote a major
political convention, rose to speak.
"There is something different and
special about this opening night,': she.-
said. "I am a keynote speaker."
'Since the first Democratic convention
in 1832, she'said, it would have been
most unusual for any national political
party to have asked a Barbara Jordan
to make a keynote address - most
unusual."
"The past notwithstanding, a Bar-
bara Jordan is before you tonight," she
said. "This is one additional bit of
evidence that the American dream
need not forever be deferred."
One Initireci
In Accident
A Murray youth was injured in a car-
bicycle accident about 10:30 a.m.
Monday, according to Murray City
Police.
Officers said Paula Monts, 106 South
13th, was injured when her bicycle
collided with a car driven by Anthony J.
Duminski, of Benton. The accident
occurred on Main Street, between 10th
and 12th.
Miss Month was treated and released
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, according to hospital
authorities.
Bicentennial Balloon From flat
River, Mo., Found Near Kirksey
Boyd and Keith Norsworthy of
Kirksey community received quite a
surprise over the past weekend while
plowing a field near their home.
:- The Norsworthys ran over a package,
with their plow which, upon inspection,
revealed a , Missouri State Flag, a
Missouri Commerce Department
newsletter and the -best part, a cer-
tificate entitling them to a $25 U. S.
Savings Bond.
The certificate inside the package
revealed that it was "Bicentennial
Balloon No. 2" and taat it had been
released from Flat River, Mo. on June
30, 1976.
The package was attached to weather
balloons filled with helium and had
FIND BICENTENNIAL BALLOON—Boyd and Keith Norsworthy of the
Kirksey community display the flag that was part of the contents of a
package they discovered while plowing a field near jheir home Saturday
afternoon. the package was attached to a lilicenteWnial ballon that had
been launched from Flat River, Mo., on June 30, 1976. Also included in the
package was a certificate entitling the Norsworthys to claim a 325 savings
bond offered to the finder of the package.
been swept on its 145-mile trip from
Flat River to Calloway County by the
prevailing winds in the area.
A spokesman in Elsa River told this
newspaper that this was the second of a
total of five balloons released that had
been discozered and so far the Nor-
sworthy's gallnon was the furthest from
Flat River. — -----
The balloons, launcheeFoifieach day
up to and including July 4, were set
adrift as part of an event sponsored by
the Flat River Chapter of the Missouri
Community Betterment Association.
The first of the balloons was found in
lediana about 30 miles east of Evan-
sville.
The certificate accompanying the
-package reads:
"Bicentennial Balloon No. 2, Wed-
nesday, June 30, 1976, Fiat River
Missouri Community Betterment
'\ Association, official name of special
Bicentennial group saluting our
nation's Bicentennial 200th anniversaa,
1776-1976. Mail this official message to:
Flat River City Hall, City manager, 10
Wood Drive, Flat River, Mo. 63601 and
receive a $25 United States Savings
Bond compliments of J. Ellis Smith,
professional artist and local citizen of
Flat River, Mo." the certificate was
signed by J. Ellis Smith, local bicen-
tennial chairman.
. Somewhere, either still floatiog along'
ot hung in tree or on the ground, are
three more of the Flat River Bicen-
tennial Balloons, each containing a
certificate entitling the finder to a $25
savings bond. If you see an "uniden-
tified flying object," don't run ana hide.
It could be worth $25 to you.
Two Sechons — 20 Pages
RABBIT WINNLRS — Winners in the 4-H Rabbit Show were, left to right, Paul Moffit
t, best mixed breed; Mike
Clark, beetaancy breect Chris Clark, besj single fryer BilisMelton, best fur breed a%1 
Pat Clark, best meat rabbit and
best in show.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE PULL WINNERS — Winners in the 4-Wheel Dr
ive Pull at the Murray-Calloway County Fair
were, from left, Pete Galloway, Class A; Gary Canter, Class B; 
Jimmy Wiggins, Class D; Philip Smith, Class E.; and Jerry
Wheeler, 6,500 modified.
Murray  Native. Named To Post
At Memphis Methodist Hospital
Murray native J. Michael Rayburn
was named, as co-administrator of the
Methodist Hospitals central unit at the
semi-annual joint meeting of the board
of managers and the board of trustees
of the hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
The new co-administrator had been
serving as an astistant administrator
.-at Methodist Central. He received a
Bachelor's degree in Pharmacy from
the University of Tennessee, holds a
Master's degree in Business
Administration from Memphis State
University and 'a Master's degree in
Health Care Administration from
Washington University in St. Louis, Mo.
Burglary Reported,
Almo Candy Plant
A investigation is continuing into a
burglary at the Kentucky Candy Co. at
Almo, according to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office.
Taken were several office machines,
other office equipment, and some
ingredients. A complete list is being
made, but no value has been. deter-
mined on the missing items.
• A spokesman said entry was gained
-by burglarizing a window to the plant.
In another incident reported over the
weekend, Murray City Police were
continuing their investigation into an
act of vandalism at the Murray Ledger
& Times building on N. 4th St. A person
or persons had thrown a drink bottle
into 'II door at the building, shattering
the plate glass in the door.
Fair and Mild •
Fair and mild tonight. Sunny and
=er
 Wednesday and Thursday
tonight in the low to mid 60s.
1161lia Wednesday in the mid to upper
northerly to 15 mph Chance
cent tonight and 5 per cent
J. Michael Rayburn
Rayburn served his adininistrative
residency at Methodist and was ad-
ministrative assistant before being
named an assistant administrator in
1974. Among his professional af-
filiations are memberships in the
American Hospital Association,
American College of Hospital
Administrators, American Pharmacy
Association and American Society of
Hospital Pharmacists.
He is the son of Mrs. Mary E.
Rayburn and the late Waylon Rayburn,
long-time Murray residents. His wife,
Gayle, is a professor of accounting at
Memphis State University. They are




MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Morehead's $10 city auto sticker tax has
been repealed after being in - effect
more than a decade.
The action came in a 5 to 0 vote by the
city council Monday night.
A city official said there would be no
loss of revenue this year because the
city income was $32,000 more than
anticipated.
A one per cent plural anetnet profits
tax went into effect in Morehead last
week.
Michael and Beverly Gayle, and reside
at 5737 Buxbrier in Memphis.
• The appointment of Rayburn and
David R. Flynn as co-administrators of
the 1018-bed Central Unit of the
Methodist Hospital system took effect
immediately. Flynn had previously





Faculty members of the sixth Jesee
Stuart Creative Writing Workshop
being conducted July 12-30 at Murray
State University will be available for an
autographing party on the campus at
two different times on Thursday, July
15.
On hand to autograph their works
from 4 to 5:30 p.m. and from 7:30 to 8:30
p.m. in the ballroom of the Waterfle.14
Student Union Building will be: .
Stuart, the Greenup County author
whose works have become known
around the world; Mrs. Harriette
Simpson Arnow, Ann Arbor, Mich.;
Mrs. Blossom Rodney Tresselt, West
Redding, Conn.; Lee Pennington,
Louisville; and Dr. L. J. Hortin,
Murray.
They will be teaching courses in the
short story. novel, writing for children,
poetry, and articles during the three-
week workshop
Martha Guier, workshop coordinator
on the campus, said the roihite
to meet the workshop 
faculty and to
have works by them personally
autographed. Books by them will be
available in the University Bookstore in
the Waterfield Student Union Building.
Copies of the anthologies of student
work from the five previous workshops
will also be available in the University
Bookstore.
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{Eldridge and Adair Vows
1
Read At Faith Church is-
DEAR ABBY: I was meeting my boyfriend at his,
ipartrnent, and I got there a little early. !I have a key. I
started to straighten up the place a little, whn I came
across a box shoved way back in his closet. I got curious
and discovered 5 lot of letters and pictures from his old
girlfriend.
I kndw1 shouidn't have done it, but I started to read
some of the letters. I became so jealous and angry to think
that he had kept all this stuff that I took the whole box out
to the trash- and burned it up.
I realize it was wrong, but what's done is done. Now I
have such a guilty conscience and can't sleep I -keep
thinking, "What if he discovers that box is missing and
'figures out what happened?"
I'm afraid to tell him because we've already /Set our
wedding date, and he might be so furious with me he'll call
off the wedding. Please help me. Abby. I really love him and
don't want to lose him.
SORRY NOW
DEAR %ORRY : Confess and get it over with. Prepare for
some fireworks, but if he calls off the wedding, it's better
than br.eilting up a marriage. It won't be easy, but tell him
now and take your lumps.
DEAR ABBY: I am 9 years old and read your column
every day. I have a dog named Missy. Our postman hates
dogs.
One day our postman came by and Missy started to bark
and run after the postman's heels, so he hit her with his mail
bag. Missy gave out with a yelp, and for a while it looked
like she was hurt bad, but she got back on her legs and made
it back to the house.
- I hear that some postmen bring treats to dogs so they will
be friends, but not our postman. He is mean. What shall we
do about him?
WORRIED ABOUT MISSY
DEAR WORRIED: I don't know the law in your
community, but in some places it's against the law to allow
dogs to run loose. Postmen are not obligated to deliver mail
to homes where dogs are at liberty to attack them. I suggest
• you keep Missy tied up.
DEAR ABBY: May I comindrit'on the letter from the tap
<  1_-_year-oldgirls interested in meeting mature, responsible
ipolicemen n Chicag•OT
_Think abotit it, girls. Are you aware that the divorce rate
, ris higher among policemen than among any other
profession? The pay is low and their families must learn to
get along without Daddy on many holidays.
• I know what I'm talking about because I've been married
to a police officer for five years.
it"---Tf it were up to me, would I choose a different career for
- him and a different lifestyle for me?
Definitely
P.ASSAIC POLICE WIFE
DEAR WIFE: It's a good thing all women don't share
your sentim'ents. •-
CONFIDENTIAL TO S.O.S.: Confess to your clergyman
or repent with prayers and ask for forgiveness, but the word
from here is, tell him nothing.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen•agers Want to
Know," send El to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,.
seltaddresi-ed. stamped (2441 envelope
MOVIES IN MURRAY
Mr.--artd-Mrs, Richard Lee Adair
Faith Missionary Baptist Church of Hazel was the setting for
the double ring ceremony uniting Miss Debora Mae Eldridge,
daughter of Mr. land Mrs. Auhrey..,T. Eldridge of Murray: and
Richard Lee Adair, son of James E._Adair of Calvert City, in
marriage on Thursday, June 10, at 730p. m.
Bro. Jonathan Kimbro, pastor of the church, performed the
ceremony which opened with prayer by Bro. Terry Wilson.
Scripture was from I Corinthians 13, chosen by the bride, and
read by David Cunningham, brother-in-law of the bride.
The wedding ceremony was performed before a white arch
decorated with a garland of baby's breath with columns on
each side that held crystal vases of pink gladioli and baby's
breath. White bows marked the relatives' pews. • -
Bro. Ronnie Allbritten, soloist, sang "The Lord's Prayer"
after the vows were said. Nuptial music was presented by Mrs.
-Carolyn Allbritten. Selections were. "Theme from Love
Story," "Promises Promises," "Whither Thou Goests,"
Love You Truly," and "Now I Have Everything." The
traditional wedding marches were played for the processional
and the recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the altar by her father and given ill
marriage by her parents, was lovely in her wedding gown — a
Bridalur creation of sheerganza, featuring a modified ernpir
bodice and jewel neckline outlined in Chantilly lace. The full
bishop sleeves were cuffed at the wrist and closed with self
"iiiittons. The a-line skirt was adorned with vertical bands of
lace thaealseedged the hemline.
She wore a hill length two tiered Mantilla veil of silk illusion
encircled with Chantilly lace. A necklace given to her by the
groom was her only jewelry. She carried a bouquet of white
daisies and carnations with baby's breath and white streamers
with loveknots arranged on her own white Bible. She also
carried two white roses to give in tribute to her mother and the
groom's grandmother.
Mrs. Aleshia Cunningham, sister of the bride, was the
matron of honor and wore a floor length pink polyester dress
with the bodice and cuffs overlaid with pink floral sheerganza
with a wide brimmed picture hat trimmed with pink satin rib-
bon. She carrif a bouquet of white chrysanthemums with
pink center lacelind pirat bow.
Miss Deneshia Eldridge, sister of the bride, carried the
bride's train. She wore -a pink floor length dress with floral
trip. Her matching hat was decorated with spring flowers.
The groom chose as hisbest man, Stanley Puckett of Calvert
City. The ushers were Alan Adair and Roy Adair, brothers of- .
the groom.
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs. Eldridge chose a formal
length dress of mint green with chiffon sleeves brocade with
darker green and salmon floral design. Her corsage was a
salmon gla mellia and her accessories were white.
Mrs. Adair, grandmother of the groom, was attired in a
street length pink and blue two piece knit floral dress. Her
double corsage was of white carnations and her accessories
were blue. The bride's grandmothers also wore single car-
nation corsages.
Miss Teresa Wilson of Hazel kept the guest register at the
table overlaid with a pink satin cloth decorated with a bud
vise of pink and white carnations and baby's breatii.
The couple greeted the guests at the church after the
ceremony, and then left for a short wedding trip With the bride
wearing a three piece floral green outfit. Her floWers were red
roses:
Mr. and Mrs. Adair are now residing at their home on
Mayfield Route Seven.
Countryside Homemakers Hold
Luncheon 8 Surprise Shower
The Countryside
Hurnemakers met at ten a. m.
for the June meeting at the
home of Mrs. Alex Barrett for
the last meeting before
summer vacation.
Mrs. Barrett served coffee
and cake to club members as
Mrs. Kenneth Carson, health
chairman, taught the lesson
on "Emergency and First Aid
Treatment."
The club then adjourned to
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord for lunch and
the election 41976-77 officers.
Newly elected officers are
Mrs. Bobby Ward, president,
Mrs. Robert Westerman, vice-
president, and Mrs. Tommy
Vance, secretary-treasurer.
The club discussed plans for
a swirn party and cookout to
be held later this summer.
Club activities will resume in
September.
After the business meeting
the club honored Mrs. Ken-
neth Carson and Mrs. Rocky
Shapla with a surprise baby
shower. Al
Those present were Mrs.
Alex Barrett, .drs. Roy Wyatt,
Mrs. tarry Ward, Mrs. Bobby
Ward, Mrs. Max Henry, Mrs.
Tommy Vance, Mrs. Rocky
Shapla, Mrs. Kenneth Carson,
and Mrs. Robert Westerman.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Otis Colson of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Richard Edwards of Murray









Mr. and *rs. Dennis NT.
Burkeen of Murray Route
Five are the parents of a baby
girl, Rebecca Kay," weighing
nine pounds thirteen ounces,
born on Thursday, June 24, at
10:2ft ,p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed with
Interstate Life Insurance
Cotnpany.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William E. Burkeeli of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Truman Bean of Murray
Route Five.. Great grand-
parents are Mrs. Fred Suitor
of Murray, Mrs. Nellie
Burkeen of Dexter Route One,
and Mr.. and Mrs. Edward
Dowdy of Murray Route Five.
. WHITTAKER GIRL _
Dr. and Mrs. Bill Whittaker,
906 Doran Road, Murray, are
the parents ,of a baby girl,
Mary Kaye, weighitig eight
pounds three ounces, born en
Tuesday, May 18, at 7:57 a. m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Ho§piXal.
They have one son, John
Mark, age four, and another
daughter, Karen Marie, age
three. The father is pastor of
First Baptist Church.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ewing Whittaker and
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Howard,
all of Bowling Green Route
Twelve.
TAYLOR BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace B.
Taylor of Route One,
Buchanan, Tenn., announce
the birth of a baby boy, Clinton
Wallace, weighing eight
pounds, born on Tuesday, July
6 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed by
TVA as an assistant unit
operator - at Cumberland
Steam Plant, Cumberland
City, Term.
Grandparents are W.', and
Mrs. Floyd Bvrow anMr.
and. Mrs. Ira 87 Taylor, all of
Hazel. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Barrow of Hazel, and Mrs. Ola
Morris, 740 Nash Drive,
Murray, and the late Odie B.
Morris. A step great great
'grartdrnother is Mrs. Ella
Morris of Puryear, Tenn.
-MEMBERS OF THE Twin Litters Good Sam Club.wflt hold their monthly campout onFriday, Saturday, and Sundayiluly 16, 17, and 18, at the Paris landing KOA Kampgroundwith Mr. and Mrs. Ned Wilson as wagonmasters. A oduck supper will be served Satur-day night and the members will attend the worship services at the campground Sun-
day morning. Pictured here as photographed by Beth Wilson are members at the June
campodt held at Columbus Belmont State Park with Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford as
wagonmasters. Attending were the Crawtords, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. I. B.








Full & Part Time
Day & Night Shifts
This is an excellent opportunity for Housewives.
Shifts vary so schedules can be arranged
Applications and Interviews being accepted
July 14& 15
9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
At The
University Branch
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what yourvoutlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Calculations, estimates.
reports will need most careful
attentioh. Take nothing for
granted. —Day calls for ex-
ceptionally good judgment and
foresight.'
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) 641(i7
Ignore persons who would
downgrade your ambitions. Do
not let them influence you. Keep
plugging toward the achieve-
ment of goals you KNOW are
worthwhile. .
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
. n
Fine Mercury influences!
You should have a happy go of
things generally. Especially
--favored: writers, advertising__
and protnotion experts, com-
munications workers generally.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
Meet the day with the
determination to see its new
possibilities and offers — many
to be eagerly grasped. Business
negotiations highly favored.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 112f`ig
SteLlar aspects encourage
your finest efforts. This is the
time to go all out and ac-
complish really big things. But
avoid get-rich-quick schemes.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) F4'Lli
. As with Gemini, Mercury_
7 influences are excellent. Usti:
them to advance worthwhile
aims. Emphasize your ver-
satility.
LIBRA • .,11,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Tolerance and discretion
must mark all speech and ac-
bon now. Stressing these traits,
you can sail full steam ahead,
with credits and nAii. prizes as
your reward.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Fine opportunities indicated.
Make the best use of your
'.--izients and demonstrate the
edge you have in proficiency
and strategy.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Jupiter influences encourage
substantial interests and
projects. Bide your time where
fast moves could undo the effect
of work already started.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) la la
A bright outlook! Get an
early, efficient start and






FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 1/76
AQUARIUS
( Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
You may be faced with some
new responsibilities now, bttt
don't let them dismay you. New
benefits will accompany them,
will add up to a more interesting
future.
Piscts
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
)(
Cr
You have the ability, but may
lack the "nerve" or faith in
yourself to move at the right
moment. You MUST be con-
fident now. 'Things ARE going
your way.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely conventional in-
dividual but, nevertheless,
genial and amiable in your
relationships with others — no
matter what their walk in life.
You are a lover of home and
family life, but are inclined
toward jealousy and over-
possessiveness of loved ones.
Try to curb these traits since
they alienate the very ones
whose affection you crave. Your
humanitarianism is outstanding
and you could excel in the fields
of medicine or sociology. You
have fine musical and literary
gifts also and, if you do not use
them vocationally, should use
one or the other avocationally —
as an outlet for your. emotions.
Other fields .suited to your
talents: the law, the theater,
journalism and painting. Birth-
date of: Gerald Ford, Pres.,
U.S.A.; John Lockhart, Scottish
writer: Ingmar Bergman, noted
Swedish screen writer, director
and producer.
! When fresh dill is on matt
from the market or your gar-
den, you'll find it flavors vege-
table soups and chicken broth






Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
.will meet at tka_bome of
Gracie Holland. —
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star 
will meet at 7:3C p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Wednesday, July 14
Women's tennis will be from
9,.3() a.m. to two p.m. at the
Murray Twits Center, inc.
Lunch will bZ served and baby
sitting facilities available.
Call 753-0129.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
human uet Lutheran Church.
Stream Stroll in Land
Between the Lakes will start
at Jenny Ridge Picnic Area at
three p.m.
Bible Study Group will meet
-- at home of Mrs. John Fortin at
7:45 p.m.
r Wednesday, July 14.
Annual meeting will be held
at the Outland Cemetery with
a basket lunch at noon.
Wednesday, July 14
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country
Club at noon with Mrs. Pete
Waldrop as luncheon chair-
man.
Oaks Ladies Invitational
Golf Tournament will be held
at the Oaks Country Club. A
ladies day luncheon will be
servrcl at noon with Mrs.
Bruce- Thomas and Mrs.
Dalton Noel as chairmen.
Janis Southard Hicks
Appointed At Arizona
Janis Southard Hicks of
Route 7, Murray, daughter of
Mrs. Christine Southard, has
been. appointed Faculty
Associate in the Department
of Special Education, Arizona
State University in Tempe fOr
the summer term. 'Mrs: Hicks
is currently responsible for
graduate and undergraduatg
courses in mental retardation.
A-1964 graduate of Murray
College High School, she
received both her B. S. and M.
A. d2grees in Special
Education at Murray State
University. She is employed
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Big Family files for the price of a motel ream
Vacation Village is different. A rustic
resort of charming 4-room villas.
Set beside sky-blue Lake Louisa
in Orlando's sun country. Near
Disney World, Cypress Gardens,
Sea World, all the fun sites.
Each villa has equipped kitchen,
grassy yard, sunning patio,
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Mrs. Hicks is the wife of
Sherrill Hicks, an employee of
Ryan Milk Company in
Murray. They are currently
residing with Dr. Kay Myers,
a. former Murray State
Unilsiersity faculty member
who LS Askstant professor and
coordinator' of field ex-
perience and graduate in-
ternship for the Arizonp State
University Departmeat of
. Special Education.




The Cordelia Erwin Unit of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church ' Women
held its June meeting at the
social hall of the church with
Mrs. Clara Brandon, chair-
man, presiding.
Mrs. Justine Story
presented the program on "All
Are Called."
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Ola Mae Brandon who
read selected verses from
Luke, John, ''Romans, and
Corinthians. .
The group joined in
singing "Take My Life and Let
It Be" with Mrs. Ellen Orr at
the piano and Miss Leola
Erwin as leader.
During the social tour the
hostesses, Mrs. Estelle Gooch
-and Mrs. Ruth Hill, served
refreshments to eleven
members present.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Wesleyan with Mrs. Gordon
Moody at 7:30 p.m., Hannah
with Mrs. Joe Keeslar for an
ice cream supper at 7:30 p.m.,
and Ruth Wilson to leave the
church parking lot at six p.m:
for the annual picnic.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
P.m. at Gleason Hall.
Sen.ority Salute, a day for
senior citizens, will start at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes, at ten a.m. Each is
to bring a potluck dish. Call 1-
502-924-5509 for advance
registration required.
No activities will be held_at-
North Second Street Com-
munity Center due to Library
program on Tuesday.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
4Alderritee Faintly Reunion Is
Field Recently At Miller' Park
The Alderdice family
held a reunion on July 4 at
Miller Park, Cuba Road, at
which time lunch was
served at the noon hour.
Those attending were Mr.
and Mrs Horace Alderdice,
of Smithland, Howard
Alderdice, Lynnville, Mr.
and Mrs Aubrey Howard,
- Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Harris, Martin,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Jones, Murray,
Mr.. and Mrs. Durell
McCall, Dukedom, Mr. and
Mrs. Carnet! McCall, Troy,
Mich., Mr and firs. Cleve
Work, Dukedom,
' Robert Vincent and Mrs.
Mail Lou Brand, of
Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs._
Charles- Hodges, Far-
mington, Mr. and Mrs.
Fmmitt Alderdice,






Clara Shultz, of Mayfield,
Mr and Mrs Gerald
Shultz, Sedalia, Mi. and
Mrs. Hollie Alderdice,
Murray, David Alderdice,
Jim Cullivan, Jr , and
Melinda Bailey, all of
Martin, 'iennessee, Bill
Cullivan, Pat Cullivan,
Paris, Tennessee, -Mr. and
Mrs. Stokes Pryor, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Pryor, Miss
Theressa Wallis, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Cecil Alderdice, all
of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Cantrell, Rob Cantrell,
Ted Cantrell and Brad
Cantrell, Audrey Alderdice,
all of Palmersville, Mr and
Mrs Ben Cantrell, Laurie
and Julie, of Nastiville,_and
Owen Griffith, Pali—, ,
Teiulessee.
BARROW BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Barrow
of Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby boy, Troy
Norlan, weighing seven
pouncLsr born on Monday, July
5, at 11:55 a. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Schaal
of Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Herbert
Schaal of Paris, Tenn., and
Mrs. Edwin Caleb of Meina,
KY.
Paternal gracdparents are
and Mrs. Ray Barrow of
Murray Route Five, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Dowdy of
Murray Route Five, and Mr.
and Mrs. George Barrow of
Hazel Route Two.
PERFECT PAIR
Appetizers are a promise of
good foods to come. Perfect
starters are slices of brick,
camembert or gouda 'cheese
served on apple slices.
Another palate pleaser is
pears with Cheddar or
Muenster cheese.






New books at the Calloway
County Public Library iitclude
the following:
EATERS OF THE DEAD,
by Michael Crichton. Knopf.
Mystery, history, horror —
here, fast on the heels of "The
Great Train Robbery," is a
new Crichton diversion.
DEATH AND BEYOND, by
Andrew Greeley. More Press.
Mr. Greeley confronts death
In the context of life both
before and after ..its ever-
threatening fact.
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
WORLD, by Arlene Hale.
Little.
When Uncle Nat died, Ann
learned that his will virtually
implored her to spend a full
year at Hastings Gap, and. if
. -agreed, the estate wou1d..b4n, •
hers. PROJECTS MEAN CASH
LORETTA LYNN: COAL Service projects are good
MINER'S DAUGHTER, by ways for teenagers to raise
Loretta Lynn. Regenry. money. Summer projects
This biography. tells you might focus on car and win-
about Loretta's struggle for dow washing, lawn care and
survival in the hollers and coal household cleaning.
camps of isolated
Appalachian mountain areas
and her break into Big Time.
IMPROVING YOUR
MEMORY, by Laird Cermak.
Norton.
The author attempts to
exptaine bow three types of
memory — immediate, short ,
term, and long term — work
and he provides techniques for -
improving each of these.
THE SECRET CON-,
yPitSATIONS OF HENRY
KISSINGER, by Matti Golan.
Quadrangle Press.
Banned at first by the
Israeli censors and then
reluctantly released after a
four-month delay, this •
document unfolds many
aspects. of Mt. Kissinger's
shuttle diplomacy. ..,
SCAM...MT, RHETT, AND
A CAST OF THOUSANDS, by ,
Roland Flamini. Macmillan.
The inside story of the




A creative touch can change
leftovers into requests for
second helpings. Leftover
macaroni is delicious when
mixed with one or two beaten
eggs and frikriit butter..
Here's how you Join the Pepsi People...
get your hands on an ice-cold Pepsi-Cola. Anytime
a thirst puts you out of action, Pepsi goes all
the way to get you back in action. Back to that
1 
•
•.ces,-c945.• amp "veto. MI( ratotsrtato TrAotrlaims or Perta,Co.
feelin' free feelin' that lets Pepsi People get a little
more out of living.
Grab yourself a Pepsi.. .grab one for a friend.
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EDITORIAL
Freedom Of Speech
There is qnly one way for
truth to triumph over falsehood
and that is through a full
knowledge of the facts. This is
the reality that caused the ar-
chitects of the Bill of Rights to
put freedom of speech and of
the press first in their litany of
protections for our citizens.
The First Aniendment-14
simple words designed to
protect the public's right to
speak out and its right to know
— was a dramatic experiment
200 years ago. It has turned out
to be one of the truly successful
characteristics of the
• American society.
In its stewardship of this
precious charge, and with all of
its frailties and inadequacies,
the American press has
habitually given us the facts
which have enabled us to make
the judgments of free men.
Despite thisi the First Amen-
dment and---its, protection are
under assault, and the con-
stitutional freedom to speak out
in print is in grave danger.
On the ground 'that sups
pressing the news will
somehow protect the con-
stitutional interest of the defen-
dant, judges have taken to for-
bidding the press to report on
what is said in open court.
In a" little Nebraska town, so
small that most of the citizenry
could have crowded into the
courtroom and heard the
proceedings directly, a judge
forbade the pfess to print what
was said, on the ground that it
Might somehow damage the
fortunes of a man on trial for
multiple murder. (The U.S.
Letter To 'The Editor
Supreme Court recently
overruled that order.) -
In the scores of casesehere
this has happened, where the
reading public has literally
been denied the facts by the act
of a capricious magistrate,
there is the deeper threat of
something worse—of trials
behind closed doorsT--iof the
same kind of secret
proceedings which appalled our
forebears and propelled them
across the sea from Europe to
America.
This affront to our con-
stitutional protection has
grown steadily with the passing
of years. Now imprisonment of
newsmen, subpoenas, con-
tempt citations and lines of
journalists are commonplace.
There are over 850 gag orders
pending today in the courts of
the United States. More appear
each week, and the people are
the ultimate losers.
As far back .* 1947 Justice
_Douglas perceived the throat
_ when he saidf-- "A trial is a
public *,vent. What transpires
in courtroom is public
-k-frroperty. There is no special
prerequisite of the judiciary
which enables it to suppress,
edit or censor events which
transpire in proceedings before
it."
Nevertheless, that is just
what is happening and, as we
savor our national blessings
during this 200th year of our
existence, every citizen would
do s n raise his voice in
defense of his right to speak out




As a frequent visitor in Murray to
visit relatives I have come to love this
town for its great people and _its
peaceful qualities. People here seem to
care about one another and care about
a decent place to raise their kids. In St.
Louis, where my family lives, we miss
the ntighborly closeness and frien-
dliness that Murray has. In the big city
it's much more difficult to influence or
control the environment in which we
live.
But Murray will not necessarily
remain the decent place to raise your
children unless the citizens are willing
to safeguard those qualities that make
it so. A case in point is an incident that
motivated me to write this letter. I
visited a Murray business yesterday
and was surprised to see a copy of a
soft-core porno magazine displayed
there. This particularly surprised me
because you don't see these "soft-core
pornography" magazines in major
business in St. Louis.
Somehow, businesses there see this
as an inappropriate place to display
this kind of magazine in an un-
supervised area where children can
freely view them.
Since I know quite a few Murray
residents, I would be quite surprised if
a great majority of the people here
were not opposed to such "soft-core
pornography" being displayed.
Although it's not illegal, we can cer-
tainly express our disapproval of their
selling these magazines to the
management of places where we shop.
Only a few personal complaints may
Isn't It The Truth
When a man of success wraps a
woman in sable he does it not
specifically to keep her warm but to
advertise that he can. She wears tie
-sable not necessarily to keep out the
cold but to let her sisters know that she
could and did.
persuade them to take magazines -NI
the display stand.
In conclusion, if Murray will continue
to -be .a decent place to raise your
children, you can't be complacent, but
you must actively show your disap-
proval against those things that will
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Garro.tt's Galley
A Simple Sudsy Solution
To A-Perplexing Problem
By M. C. Garrott
Some people will go to grollt lengths
be sure they put the right fluids tin
their radiators but will put almost
anything into their stomachs, an uncle
of mine used to say, but he hadn't heard
of John Irvan's friend, AtninTRogers
of Gallatin, Tenn.
John and Rogers used to work for the
T. S. Ragsdale Tobacco Company of
Lake City, S. C., and they spent many
hours on the road buying tobacco for
their company.
One day, Rogers was en route home '
to Gallatin when he noticed the engine
of his car was overheating. Stopping
and raising the hood, he discovered the
radiator hose had burst and he was
losing water. Using his old noggin, he
took his handkerchief and wrapped it
lightly around the break in the hose,
hoping it would hold long enough to get
him to a service station.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray tadger It Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
dayt,'July 4, Chnstrnos Day. New Year's
Doy and Thanksgiving by Murray
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by carrier. S2 TS per month payable in
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and to Benton, Nordin, Mayfield. &Moho
aid Farmington. Ky , and Paris
Buchanan and Pury•or, Tenn 515 00
per Year ly mod to other destinations.
530 00 per year
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A hartei.der was spending his Sun-
day aftert oon on a leisurely stroll
through the zoo. He was surprised to
see his best customer staring with
fascination at the snakes in the reptile
house.
"Hey," the barkeep asked the lush,"
don't those snak, s bother you?".
"Nay.," the lush replied. "Not since I
found out they're real!"
In-Leeds Magistsates, a wife accused
of strangling her husband was
described by a witness as "pleasant,
jolly and loved jokes." (Yorkshire,
Eng., Post)
The lastest craze in the trendy bars of
Honolulu is the bottomless barman.
Waiters thread, their way gingerly
through the tables with trays of drinks
for the mainly female clientele.
(London Illustrated)
Two old Vermonters were notoriously
tight of fist and each was acutely aware
of the other's thriftiness. As they fished
together, one discovered he was out of
tobacco and cagily mapped a strategy
to fill -his pie. "You wouldn't happen to
have a match on you would yoti4:::
Aaron?" His friend removed a single
matoh from a box and reluctantly
handed it over. The strategist then took
out his pipe reached for his non-existent
tobacco and said, "What do you, I left
my pouch at home." Quickly,.Aaron
thrust out his hand and said, "In that
case, you won't be needing the match!"
The loneliest guy we know- is the
fellow who accepts postage-due mail
addressed to "Occupant."
Let's see If it will be of some help to
sort out the elements in Dist. Judge
Charles R. Richey's lively decision on
sex discrimination.
If a woman employee is fired for
spurning the sexual .advances of her
male boss, she May sue for
discrimination. Plain enough.
If a man is fired by a woman boss for
declining a similar invitation, he may.
sue. Sounds fair.
If a homosexual boss imposes sexual
demands as a condition Of continued
employment, a _ finding of
discrimination also can be Made. A
reasonable conclusion.
But if the boss is bisexual and sends
out command invitations to both sexes,
sex discrimination probably could not
be brought up as a legal issue. This
apparently means that offensive
conduct is not legally offensive if it is
spread around impartially. (L.A.
'limes Editorial)
Kids
A first grade teacher in Honolulu was
trying to provoke her pupils'
imagination. "Can somebody give me
an example of 'nothing.' Billy had the
answer. "Nothing," he said, "is what
you gee when you peel the skin off a
balloon."
A youth in Birmingham, England has
been fined 5 pounds for beating a lamp
post with a stick.
A policeman in Tampa, Fla., credits
a 3-year-old with saving his life.
Patrolman David Levins arrested a
woman for alleged child abuse and put
her, handcuffed, into the back seat of
his cruiser. Her son was taken along.
Then, about halfway to the station, the
little boy tugged at Levin's sleeve. "My
mommy has a gun pointed at you," he
noted calmly. Levins, less calm,
whirled out of the car, yanked open the
back door and disarmed the woman. A
charge of aggravated assault was
added to the child-abuse charge, and
the boy wieg placed with a foster family,
after Patrolman Levins bought him a
large ice-cream cone. (Tampa
Tribune)
la Cornwall, parents wanting to name
their newborn child "Window Sill"
were dissuaded by the Registrar.
His next problem was water to
replace 'that lost from the break. None
was available. While - other cars
whizzed by on the interstate and he sat
there wishing someone would lend him
a hand, an idea suddenly flashed into
his mind.
In his trunk was a _six-pack of beer.
-Why not?" he asked himself, and into
the radiator went the suds. The engine
started and down the road he went,
burping along. The beer held, providing
the coolant the engine needed until he
managed to pull into a service station.
When the service station attendant
raised the hood to take a look at the
broken hose, he looked up and with his
face all skrewed up asked Rogers,
-What in the WWd is in this radiaitar?"
-Just ,six Mie Buds," Rogers
replied. "Just six W± Buds," ex-
plaining his ingentdty. •
He didn'tireep the cat long after that,
however, as it was continually blowing
out its radiator hose - apparently in
hopes of getting another six-pack te
slosh around in its block.
++++++
Dr. Woodf in Hutson, with whom! am
privileged to play golf occasionally at
the Murray Country Club when a
member of his regular foursome fails to
show up, always is good for a story or
two as we play along. This is one of his
most recent:
There was this fellow who was a
devout member'of the Roman Catholic
faith as well as an avid weekend golfer.
One day after listening to his parish
priest's sermon on life in the hereafter,
he went up to him following the service
and said, "Father, the first chance you
get will you see if they play golf in
heaven?" The priest agreed to try to
find out.
A week or so later, the two met again,.
'By the way, Bill," the priest said, "I
found the answer to your question about
playing golf in heaven." "Great!" the
fellow exclaimed, "What's the word?"
"Well," said the priest, "I have some
good news and some bad news. The
good news is, yes, they play golf in
heaven. The bad news is that they have
you down for a teeoff time of 1 p. m.
tomorrow!"
Dr. L. J. Hortin, in retirement now
after more than 40 years in the
classroorh teaching journalism, ad-.
-vertsing and public relations, says one
of the most enjoyable things about
being retired is that "you can say what
you want to, when you want to and you
don't give a hoot who's listening.
+++++
Capt. David Can', who is with the
RcITC staff at Mueray State University,
has been at Ft. Riley, Kans., several
weeks now participating in the Corps'
summer camp program. When
someone asked him how life at Ft. Riley
was, he commented:
"When General Custer left Fort Riley
100 years ago on the way to what
became the Battle *the Little Big
Horn, he told them not to change a thing
until he got back, and they haven't!"
Bible Thought
For thou, 0 God, bast heard lily
-vows: thou' hest given me the heri-
tage of those that fear thy name.
Plsdin 61:5,
A vow, a pledge, a promise are
all the-ranae — a sacred contract
with the Divide. The giving of your
word is as important as the per-






NEW YORK (AP) - Now .it hi the
White House itself that Claims the-UV:tat
government statistics, which show the
jobless rate in June rose to 7.5 per cent
from 7.3 per cent the month before, are
incorrect.
There are more important obser-
vations to be made than to point out the
ironies of that position. Every.
American should recognize,Atfr
example, the dangers of nuj.abers that,
are not nearly as per** they might
--seem to be. -
But we canhot forget that it was the
White House that previously took such
-prfde in calling attention to the num-
bers, and which in fact-bas run its
economic policy by the numbers.
Over the past year, when .these
economic numbers were improving, the
White House used them to demonstrate
what a good job it was doing. It almost
never called attention to the later
revisions.
Time after time those numbersz--- for
. •ettiles and inflation and Gross National
uct and mote - that looked so
good ,e,initial release were quietly
revised'lhter to show that things really
weren't quite so good.
But seldom did anyone take pains to
Today Ini.ory
Today is Tuesday, July 13:th 195th
- day of 1976. There are 171 days 1 kin
the year. _
Today's highlight in history:
_On this date in 1863, rioting against
the Civil War military draft broke out in
New York City. Some 1,000 persons
were killed in three days of disorders.
OtiTh1sdat:
In 1787, Congress enacted an or-
dinance for the government of the
Northwest Territory.
In 1822, the Greeks defeated the
Turks at Thermopylae Pass in Greece.
In 1878, the Russo-Turkish War en-
ded.
In 1919, the first dirigible to cross the
Atlantic, Britain's R-39, completed its
round trip.
In 1960, a- Democratic National
Convention in Los Angeles nominated
Sen. John F. Kennedy for president.
tn-- _1974, the Senate Watergate
Committee issued a final report in
which it proposed a sweeping overhaul
of the laws governing political cam-
paigns.
Ten years ago: The United States
disclosed that two Czechoslovak
diplomats had tried to plant an elec-
tronic listening device in the State
Department in Washington but were
foiled by a department employe.
Five years agte Firing squads in
Morocco executed 10 army officers
accused of trying to overthrow King
Hassan.
One year ago: An, American Apollo
spacecraft began a countdown at Cape
Canaveral for the first joint space
mission with the Soviet Union.
Today's birthday: Broadcaster Davg
Garroway is 63 years old.
Thought for today: Jumping to
conclusions seldom leads to happy
landings. - anonymous.
%Bicentennial footnote: Two-hundred
years ago today, it was recorded that a
copy of the pierican Declaration of
Independence arrived in Providence,
RI.
tell the people this.
In claiming that the rise in unem-
ployment from 7.3 per Cent in May to 7.5
pe-T-•ceht inUfl waS- due to --faulty
seasonal adjusting, the White House
may have an argument, despite the
, Bureau of Labor Statistics' claim to
accuracy.
Seasonal adjusting not only is tricky,
it is fraught With possibilities for error.
is not nearly the scientifically ac-
curate measurement that we assume it
to be. It went wrong last year; it may be
wrong this year.
The ideal of seasonal adjusting is to
remove the recurring factors that are
peculiar to a certain time of year, such
as the bulge in jobs during Christmas
and in sales during Easter, so as to
detect the underlying patterns.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics has
had problems with this factor and has
even gone back and corrected its
errors. By its own admission it goofed
on some months last year, and it has
changed some procedures this year.
Because problems also have oc-
curred in collecting .raw data -
acknowledged by the bureau but not
very well publicized - there is almost
never any assurance that the figures
announced are a precisely accurate
indication of economic activity.
While only God knows what bad --
decisions human beings have Made by
the numbers, the immediate and urgent
dangerois that, coming on the eve of our
presidential nominations, we might
even elect a president by the numbers.,
Without even knowing what the
numbers mean.
_MNYears Ago
Two young CI way County men,
Bennie Gray McNut , ge 19, and John
Thomas Lassiter, age 1 , 'ed last night
from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on the Pottertown
Road.
Other deaths reported include 1.?
Cleo Walker, Flint, Mich., age 55, killed -
when hit by a car there on July 11, and
Mrs. Lucy Lee Conway, Murray, age
so.
Mrs. Cy (Thelma) Miller of Hazel has
passed her tests and is now a licensed
funeral director.
Dr. Larry Jetton, son of Mrs. Charles
Tuttle, will he in residence for three,.
years at Baylor University Hospital.
Betty Lowry was second flight
champion of the Tri-State Ladies Golf
Tournament held at Mayfield.
- Robert Schell has been named in-
terim director of the Purchase Area
Economic Opportunity Council.
20 Years Ago
L. D. Cook, Jr., Robert- Eugene
Johnson, Hugh Thomas Carroll, Gaylon
Hudspeth, and Hubert Bernard Broach
were inducted July 10 into the Armed
Forces.
Rev. Orval H. Austin, pastor of the
College Presbyterian Church, was
named as moderator of the USA Nor-
thern Synod at the meeting held at
Centre College, Danville.
Oat Sinter, age 81, died July 10 at his
home on Murray Route One.
June Foy was winner of the top
camping honor, Gold Medal Camper, at
the Dawson Springs 4-H Club Camp.
Jimmy Dunn won the Silver Medal
Camper Award, and Larry Rhodes and
James Erwin won senior calliper
awards.
"I'll Cry Tomorrow" starring Susan
Hayward is showing at the Murray
Drive-InTheatre.
Let's Stay Well
Cancer Of The Colon And Rectum
Cancer of the large intestine
!colon and rectum/ affects more
persons than any other malig-
nancy occurring in the United
States. except skin cancer
More than 400,000 new cases of
colon or rectal tumors occur
each year, and about 50.000 pa-
tients die annually of this disease
in America. These catrers lithe
bowel are second in mortality to
cancer of the lung, the No. I
killer among the venous malig-
nancies.
In view of the frequency of
cancers of the large bowel, it is
fortunate that treatment is more
effective than of malignancies
ansing elsewhere in the diges-
tive tract, provided the diagnosis
is made early and appropnate
treatment is carried out
'Tumors of the large bowel are
more common after the age of
40. When an annual checkup is
done, in examination of the rec-
turn can readily be made by
• viewing the lining of the bowel
through a proctoscope, often
By F.J L Blasmgame.
finding points. ulcers or early
cancers. If a person has any
signs,or symptoms of trouble. X-
rays of the colon or direct view-
ing of it by special flexible .scopes
may be done, allowing diagnosis
of _trouble higher in the bowel
above the rectum where the
bowel cannot be viewed directly.
Be alert and report changes in
bowel habits to your physictatt
such as unusual constipation.,V-
termittent bouts of loose stools.
additional mucus, blood or.
recurrent lower abdominal pain.
Weilltit kis, low-grade' fever.
fatigue and anemia are signs
Which also merit attentiousy to
determine their cause, especially
in older people
Surgery is the treatment of
choice for large bowel and rec-
tal tumors. Often the cancer can
be reveled. and the healthy
ends of the bowel above and
below the growth rejoined 'The
regional lymph nodes can also
be removed to give more
assurance of a cure. In some
cases.'immunotherapy. radiation
or chemotherapy are added.
Public understanding of the
signs and symptoms of large
bowel tumors is essential so that
their early recognition can lead
to 'high rates of cure After 40
years of age, it is just as impor-
tant to have your colon and rec-
tum checked for disease as it is
to have your chest X-rayed to
rule out twig disease, especially
since treatment of early bowel
cancers offers eh excellent
chance of cure.
Q: Mr. R. W. has a relative
who lost his leg in an accident
over a year ago and who con-
tinues to be troubled with "phan-
tom limb" symptoms, mainly
pain. He wants to kniiw the,
cause and treatment_
A: After amputation, the sen-
sation my return that the lost
limb is present. Ills feeling is
knov.rn as 'phantom limb.- Often
a tumor or neuroma is found on
the end of the cut nerve and may
require removal.
Injection with a local'
anesthetic or stimulation of the
nerve by an electrical current
may bring relief. Some caws are
helped by taking dilantin
sodium. I suggest that your rela-
tive consult a neurologist if
syttiptorns persist
Q: Mt. A, has read that
marijuana wilteeep glaucoma
He wants to know lEsuCh is true
and if the drug is available fix
eve treatments
A: Research appears favor-
able that one of the principal in-
gredients in marijuana (TIC --
tetrahydrocannabinal) lowers
eye pressure. Eye prmure is
elevated in glaucoma and can
lead to impairment of vision,
even blindrims Work has been
done on animals with good
tesults, but this medication is not
available for human use. More
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Despite a power-Laden group
of sluggers from which to
chose, Sparky Anderson had
no hesitation about penciling
in George Foster's name in
the fourth slot-in the batting
order.
"I think  George has had the
type of year where he's earned
the right to bat clean-up," the
white-haired manager of the
Cincinnati Reds and the
National League A11-Stat
team said. Foster agreed4 ,
"if you're going to be in
some spot in the line-up, being
fourth is the major one," the
smooth-tutting outfielder said
during a workout Monday at
Veterans Stadiuni here.
"It2s quite a tribute, but I
feel I can do the job. I'm not
going to go dancing in the
street because I'm batting
clean-up, but I feel I had the
credentials and -deservelo be
there."
Even though Anderson
could be accused of playing
favorites by selecting a
metnber of his own teanrto hit
fourth, no one can argue with
Foster's statistics.
__ The f40014, 135,POunder. on
the All-Star team for the first
time, leads the major leagues
in runs batted in with 72. He's
also hitting at a _127 clip and
ha, 17 Home runs, third best in
the National League.
Foster, Cincinnati's regular
left -fielder who will open in
center tonight, is just part of
an awesome array of
firepower that will highlight
the NL attack.
He'll be flanked in left by
Philadelphia's Greg luzinski,
the league's top RBI man in
1976, and in right by Dave
Kingman of the New York
Mets. Kingman has blasted 30
home runs this year and has
driven in 69 runs.
Foster, who hit .300 while
banging 23 homers last year,
says the All-Star game is a
different thrill from winning
the World Series.
"To be selected as one of the
28 members of the team is a
great recognition," he said.
"Winning the Series islind of-
,a group effort-The -All-Star
team is more of an individual
thing. The voting is done on
what you do eS an individual."
And Foster is quick to point
out that six other members of
the world champion Reds are
part of the NL team. "That,"
he said, "just shows you how
good a team we have.
Rankin Becomes First Woman
To Hit Six-Figure Earnings
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - She is
not as glamorous as Laura
Baugh or Jan Stephenson. Nor
is she as controversial as Jane
Blalock or Carol Mann. Judy
Rankin simply is the best
woman professional golfer in
the world.
Mrs. Rankin became the
• Bwting
Stanc"ngs
Murray Jr Summer League
Bowling League
Team W I.
All Stars  18
Losers If 8
15kx
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Donnie Harrison  148
Terry. Rule  139
Kevin Barrett  136
Monica Nance  135
Tammy Hutson ..   135
Mike Loveridge
.Game 4HC) She has been so consistent
23). that in the last 11 years she's
never finished out of the
money in a tournament. This
year Mrs. Rankin has cap-
tured four titles, including the
prestigious Colgate-Dinah
first female golfer to pass the
4100,000 mark in money
winnings for one year on the
Ladies Professional Golfers
Association tour Sunday. Her
total; after placing 17th in the
U.S. Open, stands at $100,614.
That may not be a very im-
posing figure for a player on
the men's tour but it is a proud
achievement for both Mrs.
Rankin and the LPGA.
"I /lave thought it was
coming for quite some time,"
says Mrs. Rankin, who is in
her 14th season on the tour. "I
didn't think it could be done in
one-half a year. That's what
pleases me most about it. I
didirt win $100,000 just
because there is so much more
money on our tour. I won it
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_Shore  Winners _Circle
championship.
"MaYbe now that I have won
$100,000, people will
remember me as a golfer and
not as -someone who washes
clothes," she laughs, recalling
the television commercials
she has made in conjunction
with the Dinah Shore tour-
nament.
"Now that people finally
know about the women's tour,
it is getting easier to drum up
interest in what we do.
Actually, I feel that I have
really accomplished
something special but I think
there'll be at least one more
woman who makes 8100,000
this year." -
Mrs. Rankin will con-
centrate on the 8200,000 mark,
an amount she could well
./ All Weather Charter
$,Air Rentals
1/Flight Training vAir Ambulance
411
am,
Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.







reach by continuing her high
level performances of the first
half of 1976.
Although she would barely
rank in the top dozen money
winners on the men's circuit,
Mrs. Rankin is quite satisfied
with her 1976 haul.
"I remember when we had
to drive two days to a tour-
-ran/WU-and the Pkirses were
hardly enough_to ,coear ex-
penses," she says. "Now
we're talking about winning
8200,000 in one year. That's
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Local Marathoners- Do
Well In Regatta Race
Several Murray
Marathoners participated in
the Fourth Annual Governor's
Regatta Road Race this
weekend at Owensboro.
The race, a ten-miler, was
held at 8:00 a. m. Sunday, the
day of the boat races. Nearly
200 runners of all ages began
the race under quite hot and
humid conditions. The ex-
Wins Tourney
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API -
Stacy Russell of Franklin,
Ky., fired a one under-par 71
Monday to take the $388
in the Kentucky Profess!
Golfer's Association No. 2 golf
tournament here.
Russell was the only golfer
in the field of over 100 to break
par over the tough Greenbrier
Country Club course.
Steve Cox of Elizabethtown
and Richard Stewart of
Louisville, each at 72, were the
low amateurs in the tour-
nament.
Also at 72 were
professionals Greg Bartlemay
of Versailles, Peter Van
Allman of Louisville and Jim
Q'Hern of Louisville.
cessive heat caused many
runners not to finish.
Allen Shaw of Paducah and
a former student at Murray
State finished 19th of 105
finishers in the time-of 1:02:08.
Camille Baker, a senior at
MSU this fall and a member of
the women's cross-country
team, won the Open Women's
division and finished 50th
overall in the fine time of
1:10:43. Her effort was also
good enough to shatter the
previous women's course
record by more than three
minutes.
Dr. Adam Lanning of the
department- of sociology and
anthropology a MSU placed
second in his age-group (46-50
with a time of 1:09:13. His
overall finishing place was
41st.
The next outing for local
runners will be a ten-miler at
The Paducah Summer
Festival on July 31st at 8:00 a.
m. The race will begin at
Barkley Park.
Trophies will be given to the
first 15 finishers and T-shirts
to the first 36 finishers.
Gary Sullivan Battles
Wally Young To Wire
A new star is taking its place
in the galaxy of West Ken-
tucky golfers.
Its that of Gary Sullivan, 17-
year-old son of Murray
Country Club Pro and Mrs.
Jimmy Sullivan.
Over the past weekend,
Gary, who will be a senior
member of the Murray High
School golf team next year,
almost pulled of one of the
biggest wins of his budding
career when he matched
strokes with defending
champion Walley Young for 34
holes before running into
trouble at the 35th and losing
by two strokes in the club's
annual men's medal play
championship tournament.
Young had started play
Sunday with a one-stroke edge
over young Sullivan after
posting a two-under-par 70
Saturday, but carded a_ bogey
six on the 525-yard 3rd hole to
Sullivan's par and an even
match.
Two holes later, on the
difficult 405-yard 5th, Young
again bogeyed and Sullivan
parred to take a one-stroke
ecige, but the long-driving
Yot, a former member of
the Murray State golf team,
birdied the 320-yard 6th to
level the match-up again.
They both poited par l's at
the 165-yard 7th babce Young
regained a one-stroke ad-
vantage with a birdie on the
320-yard 8th. Both parred the
410-yard 9th to pass the 27-hole
mark with Young holding a
one-stroke lead.
The two were even again at
the 12th tee after Sullivan had
parred the I25-yard Ilth hole
while Young was posting his
third bogey of the round, but
the defending champion
bounded back with a birdie
three on the 325-yard 12th and
took a two-stroke edge when
Sullivan slipped with a bogey.
This advantage was short-
lived, however, as young
Sullivan gained one back with
a' birdie three on the 385-yard
13th and took a one-stroke lead
on the 500-yard 14th with
another birdie while Young
was parring the 13th and
slipping to a bogey six on the
14th.
Both bogeyed the difficult
435-yard 15th before Young
again evened the score with a
birdie four on the 560-yard
16th. It was on the 17th that
young Sullivan slipped to a
double bogey five while Young
was posting 'a -par to -take a
two-stroke lead with one hole
left to play. Both parred the
385-yard 18th hole. giving
Young a 73 for the day and a
one-under-par 143 for the two-
day tournament.
Sullivan's 74 Sunday put him
in second place two strokes
back at 145. Five strokes back
at 150 was David Buckingham,
another former member of the
Murray State golf team, while
Mike Holton finished with 151,
and Red Howe, Jr., and Bob
Burke had 152's.
In the first flight the winner
was Bobby Fike with 154, one
stroke in front of Tony
Thomas, Lawrence Philpot
had 158....and. Billy Thurman
and Jiffies Parker each had
159's to round out the leaders
in that flight.
Jimmy Boone was the
second flight winner with 160,
five strokes in front of Larry
RObinson. Jiggs Lassiter was
next with 166, followed by Ken
Purcell with 167 and Walter
Jones and Gene Landolt with
168's.
In the third flight, Gene
McCutcheon was the winner
with 169, three strokes in front • rr
of Don Grogan with 172. Keith
Morris was.next with 178.
The tournament, directed
by. Buddy Hewitt, provided the
qualifying rounds for the
club's annual match play
championships, to be played
in August and September.
Pairings for the match play




Carner, carding a five-over-
par 76, birdied the 17th hole
and went on to defeat Sandra
Palmer by two strokes in an
16-hole playoff for the U.S.
Women's Golf Championship.
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
PV- GB -New York SO 31- „.61r -
Boston 40 40 . .500 91/2
Baltimore 40 .42 - ivy
Cleveland 38 el 481 11
Detroit 38 41 481 11
Milwkee 34 44 .436 141/2
West
Kan City 51 31 622
Texas 44 311 .537 7
Oakland ____44_41.._.-510 _RYA
Minnesota 39 44 .470 121/
Chicago 37 45 .451 14
California 15 52 402 181/2
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
' Tuesday's Gamy- _






W L Pct. GB
PhIla 56 25 691 - .
Pins *463,5 .568 10
-new York 46 - 42 .573 13`'i
St. Louis 36 46 .439 201/2
Chicago 36 48 .429 21/2
Montreal 25 52 325 29
West
Cinci 53 33 •.616 -
Los Ang "47* 110 .547 41
San Diego 43 44 .494 BM
Houston 42 44 488 11
Atlanta 40 45 471 121/











HEALTH TIPS FOR A
GOOD VACATION
Many a vacation trip has been ruined because some
simple advance precautions were overlooked. Here
are a few tips-that will help .void possible problems.
I. If you wear glasses or contact lens. carry an extra
_ poilYor set.
2. If you take regular medication. he sure you have
enough to last the entire trip.
1. Get vaccinations early so you can minimize the
chance of suffering a reaction when you are
away.
4. If you have allergies, check the climate you
can expect to encounter.
5. Try to come back a day early, don't rush firmest
the last minute and then rush off to work.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
-vEree Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week






104 N. 5th Murra ,K 42071
•
Sign Two
I3,v The Associated Press
SMITHFIELD, R.I. (AP) -
The New England Patriots
'have signed two more first-
round draft choices while the
National Football League
team continues its preseason
workouts at Bryant College
here.
Patriots President Billy
Sullivan said Mike Haynes, a
cornerback from Arizona
State, and Tim Fox, a safety
from Ohio State, signed a
"series of one-year con-
tracts." 'Terms were not
disclosed.
They join Peter Brock,
another.first-round choice who,.
signed with the National
Football League'. club last
month.
GENERAL
SANTA ANA, Calif. -
Enrico "Hank" Mbrino, a
native of Sicily who was voted
Bowler of the First Half
Century in a 1951 Associated
Press poll, died after a long





baseball club owners to a four-
year contract that calls for a
six-year reserve clause and a
29 per cent increase in pension
benefits.
Yea.' 60 teems.) .__4141111
•
PUBLISHER'S COPY
'Consent:la-tett Report of Conctitiort of ".-PEOP LEs_DA NI< OF MURRAY. KEISTrtitKY
MURRAY
Of   in the State of Ka.t•rsucece
business on  J.0 .3.0, 19. 16 .
State Bank No 73-669.
IA
and Domestic Subsidiaries at the close of
BALANCE SHEET ASSETS 4 Sch. Item Col.
-1. Cash and due from banks  •  C • 7
2 U.S. Treasury securities I E 
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations  13 - 
4.
5.
Obligations of States and political subdivisions • 3 E 






Federal funds sold and securities purchased tinder agreements to resell* 0 4 
I  A • , 10'a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)
b. Less: Reserve for possible loan losses 
c. Loans, Net - - - - . ,












11. Bank premises, furniture arid fixtures, and other assets representing bank promisee
12. Real estate owned other than bank premises
13. Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies .
14. Customers' liability to this oank on acceptances outstanding
15. Other assets G 7 




17. Demand deposts of individuals, partnerships, and corporations .... F
18. Time and savirgs deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations F
1S. Velaosits ofynited Stateiradv-irrirrient--   -f
20. Deposits of States and political subdivisions  • F
21. Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions 
22. Deposits of commercial banks
23. Certified and officers' checks
24. TOTAL DEPOSITS (sum of items 17 itiru 23)
a. Total demand deposits
b. Total time and savings deposits
• 25. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
26. Other liabilities for borrowed money
27. Mortgage indebtedness
28. Acceptances executed by or for account of this bank and outstanding
29. Other liabilities
30. TOTAL LIABILITIES (eXcluding sUbordinated notes and debentures)
31. Subordinated notes and debentures
32. Preferred stock a.




















































  (Par value) 
1 36. Reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
37. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 32 thru 36)




























3 390  37
48 704  38
1. Average for 15 or 30 calendar days ending with call date:
a. Cash and due from banks (corresponds to item 1 above)
tr. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under. agreements to resell (corresponds to item 8 above) 
c. Total loans (corresponds to item 9a above)
d. Time deposits of $100,000 or more (corresponds td Memoranda items 3a-plus 3b below) 
e. Total deposits (corresponds to item 24 above)
1. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase (corresponds to item 25 above)_ .
Other liabilities for borrowed money (corresponds tO item 26 above)
2. Standby letters of credit outstanding
3. Time deposits of $106.000 or more:
a. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000.or more
b. 'Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or more 
of the ebove-named bank, do eoleinnly 127,11a,
g.
7, • MAX H. BRANDON 






















sta. o  .•' Kv4-1-kort. ....... „County ....... ..cA)„ YvAY
Sworn to and estbaoribed before me this .310Tag .
and 1 hereby eertifillhat 1 awe not an officer Or dirgetor of
My comniation expire.  1446MON , 77 3.
Direct on.
 naes
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LITTLE LEAGUE STARS — The Murray Little League All-Stars will open tourney play next Monday when they tangle of 6:30 p.
against Lyon County at Mayfield. Members of the team, top row left to right are: Coach Jim Colvin, Todd Rutherford (alterncte),
Don Hargrave, Dan Key, Bruce Taylor, Dave Ellis, Kevin Colvin, Kim Bostick, Vic Marshall, Brad Miller (alternate) and Coach
Janes Hooper. Front row, Charlie Santogodo, Gory Sims, Stacy Smith, Kirk Storks, Ben Underwood, Tim Brown and Darren
Hooper.
(Staff Photos by Milts BratitiOn
Annual All-Star Classic Tonight
President, Jones And




Mark-r The Bird" Fidrycliof
the rietroit Tigers and RAdr
Jones of the San Dieg
Padres, two youngsters in a
hurry, are the starting pit-
chers tonight in the 47th All-
Star Game,
President Ford will join
61,000 fans at Veterans
Stadium who will attend the
game, which will be viewed by
4inationa1 television audience.
Fidrych, the 'Gee Whiz Kid,'
says he can't imagine pitching
in the majors, let alone
starting an All-Star Game.
"There really are no words
to describe it," the 21-year-old
Fidrych said as the two teams
held brief workouts Monday.
"My body is feeling it but it's
hard to get the words across. I
thought that maybe I would




Detroit't.Ron LeFlore as his
leadoff,' er. Following the
left-fie will be Rod Carew,
Minn , first base; George
Brettilsansas City, third
base; Thurman Munson, New
,York catcher; Fred Lynn,
Bostea, center ,field; Toby
Harrah, Texas, shortstop;
A/gusty Staub, Detroit, fight
mit( eld, and Bobby Grich,
Baltimore, second base.
In addition to Jones',
National League-, Manager
Sparky Anderson said he
would have his own Pete Rose,
Cincinnati, at thirtthase" and
leading off, followed .1:0, Steve
Garvey, Les Angeles, first
base; Joe Morgan, Cincinnati,
second base; George Foster,
Cincinnati, center field;
Gregg Luzinski, Philadelphia,
left field; Johnny Bench,
Cincinnati, catcher; Dave
Kingman, New York, right
field, and Dave Concepcion,
Cincinnati, shortstop.
With Fidrych and the 26-
year-old Jones, the All-Star
Game has two young pitchers
who dash madly from dugolit
to mound, and mound to
dugout. They not only run fast,
they pitch well. - -
Jones, a sinker-ball
specialist, has won 16 games
at the All-Star break, a
National League record. His
fast ball takes a long time to
get to the plate, but he pitches
fast games because he runs to
and from the mound and .
seldom issues a walk. Jones
won 20 last year and pitched 1
2-3 innings to gain a save in
last year's All-Star game.
"I'm not at all embarrassed
when people comment about
how slow I throw," he said
Monday as he posed with
Fidrych Inr., traditional pic-
tures. "If I do my job well, it
will frustrate a hitter. On
Astroturf, I have to be more
careful. My success is all a
matter of where I place the
pitches."
Fidrych is more colorful and
the media favorite. He not
only races to his position and
back, he talks to the bill,
smooths the dirt on the mound
from his knees, shakes hands
with infielders who make good
plays and, because of his
nervous energy, is a
cheerleader type.
He lost 1-0 Friday night. His
only other loss in a 9-2 season
was 2-0. He has completed
every game but one.
Asked if his friends consider
him kooky, he told newsmen:





MONTREAL (AP) — Peace'
hopes in the great Olympics
dispute rested today on the
shoulders of Philip 0. Krunun,
president of the U.S. Olympic
Committee and a man with a
reputation for patching up
other people's quarrelf '
Krim= and his corrutittee
took over the role of mediators
and became the central
figures in the drama of the
Taiwanese athletes who are
shut out of Canada for political
rehsons.
The Americans were talking
with the Canadian External
Affairs Ministry in Ottawa
and the Taiwanese officials in
the Olympic Village in
Montreal.
Olympic sources gave them
a slim chance Of success. But
it was a last gasp effort to get
the Taiwanese into the
Games, opening Saturday,
and to restore the battered
linage of the Olympic charter.
"We,rare working like the
dickens to get both sides in
this dispute,,to concede a lit-
tle," Krurrirti
- "The future tittle Gaines
depend on our kiccess.
Instead of , friendly athletic
competition between athletes', executive board, which it





the national - Olympic
committee of Taiwan under
the name of the Republic of
China — a name which offends
the Communist Chinese in
Peking.
Canada, clearly concerned
about its big wheat 'export
trade with Peking, refused to
allow the Taiwanese to enter
the country unless they agreed
to drop the "Republic of
China" label and abandon
their national flag.
 The IOC executive boara
railed bs make any impression
on the Canadians. It tried
asking the Taiwanese to
march in the opening parade
under the Olympic flag and
the IOC insignia, but the
Taiwanese said no.
Unless one side or another
gives way, the Taiwanese will
be the first athletes ever shut
out of an Olympic host country
because of politics. Krumrn's
men moved into the dispute
after an appeal by President
Ford in Washington.
Krumm, admitting no great
progress was made in his
peace moves Monday, said:
"We shall be going back to
•
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Stalling lineup for tonight's
47th All-Star Game:
American Logue
Ron LeFlore, Detroit If Rod
Carew, Minnesota lb George
Brett, Kansas City 3b Thur-
man Munson, New York c
Fred Lynn, Boston cf T.oby
Harrah, Texas ss Rusty Staub,
Detroit rf Bobby Grich,
Baltimore 2b Mark Fidrych,
Detroit p
National League
Pete Rose, Cincinnati 3b Steve
Garvey, Los Angeles lb Joe
Morgan, Cincinnati 2b George
Foster, Cincinnati cf Greg
Laziaski, Philadelphia If
Johnny Bench, Cincinnati s
Dave Kingman, New York rf
Dave Concepcion, Cin-






Bad News Bears: Good And Bad News
Tpere is some good news and some bad news.
The "Bad News Bears" is in town, showing at the Cheri
Theatre.
It's a good movie, it's funny and yet, it's quite sad. And
since it deals with sports, we will deal with the movie just
a bit as the column makes its first appearance in several
weeks.
First of all, for those of you who have no idea what the
Bears are, they are a Little League baseball team. The
Bears aren't too hot at first.
But the coach goes out and recruits several players, one
a girl pitcher and from there on, the Bears become hotter
than the weather, which has been very hot lately. 1How
hot has it been, Carson fans? So hot that Jimmy Carter's
teeth got sunburned). -- •
The movie is filled with fighting, name-calling and
general stuff which is pretty fanny but when the movie is
all over, all the general stuff isn't really so funny afterall.
The "Bad News Bears" is a satire.
It simply shows what can happen to youngsters when
they are used as machines, with the only purpose to win at
any cost. It shows how adults can become children, less
•mature than the young baseball players in fact.
Above all, it shows really the truth. Because the same
thing tha4appened in the -Bad News Bears" has really
happened here. It's evident by looking at the high school
Murray Little leagbe
•Stars Open Play Monday
The Murray _Little League
All-Stars will open
tournament play at 6:30 p. m.
next Monday at Mayfield by
meeting-Lyon County.
For the .past two* seasons,
the Murray Little League
Stars have. gone to the State
Tournament and have rolled
up a 12-2 tourney _record in
those two appearances.
Two years ago, Murray lost
in the semifinals to champion
London and last year at
Mayfield; Murray fell to
Louisville St. Matthews.
Members of the All-Star
team this season includes
Don Hargrove, Dan Key,
Bruce Taylor, Dave Ellis,
Kevin Calvin, Kim Bostick,
Vie Marshall, Charlie San-
tagado, Gary Sims, Stacy
Smith, Kirk Starks, Ben
Underwood, Tim Brown, and
Darren Hooper. Alternates
are Brad Miller and Todd
Rutherford.
Coaches for the Murray All-
Stars are James Hooper and
Jim Calvin.
,if- Murray wins next Mon-
day, then they would play at
6:30 p. m. July 22 against the




The winner of the tourney
which ends with the cham-
pionship game at 7 p. m. July
23 will then play at Mayfield
July 27 against the Henderson
winner.
If Murray should win the
Mayfield Tourney and the
game with the Henderson
winner, then Miirray would
host Owensboro July 30th with
the winner becoming one of
the final five teams in the
state.
1.
and American Legion baseball programs. ,
The sad fact is most baseball‘players become burned
out on the sport by the time they are in h.igh school. And
again, one of the reasons is because of the importance and
the win-at-any-cost attitude of the adults who are sup-
posed to teach the children the game.
For parents who plan to let their children see this
movie, I advise against it really.
The Little League baseball players use language much
too strcevg for youngsters 11 years °cage. In fact, the
Parental Guidance (Pc) Rating should be actually an R
(Restricted) because of some of the suggestive remarks.
Near the end of the movie it gets a little unrealistic as
the beer-drinking coach of the Bears passes out a cold one
to each of the tids on the team.
I do, aorta% to be a-tea-totaler of any sorts but could
you really approve of such a thing?
But with the exception of the language and the beer
drinking, "Bad News Bears" is an outstanding movie and
parents, particularly those who have youngsters in Little
League, should see this movie.
And a final note: Those who should see the movie the
most are the parents who are so dead-set on winning that
they no longer receive any joy from the simple fact their
kids are healthy and able to participate.
That is far greater a reward than winning a game which
means absolutely nothing, but unfortunately, is treated by
parents as a life and death matter.
Morehead cige Schedule'










The schedule, which in-
cludes 12 home games, in-
cludes road matches at
Alabama, • Dayton and Akron,
as well -as home games





Central; 29, at Alabama.
—December: 4, at Mar-
shall; 6, at UNC-Charlotte; 8,
Troy State; 10, Bellarmine;
20, at Akron.
—January: 4, at Dayton; 8,
Murray State; 10, Austin
Peay; 15, at Western Ken-
tucky; 17, at Middle Ten-
nessee; 22, Tennessee Tech;
24, at East Tennessee; 29, at
Eastern Kentucky.
—February: 2, Northern
Kentucky; 5, at Austin Peay;
7, at Murray State; 12,
Westelt Kentucky; 14, Middle
Tennessee; 19, East Ten-
nessee; 21, at Tennessee
Tech; 26, Eastern Kentucky;
28, Marshall.
—March: 4-5, Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament.
Foreman Ticketed
HOUSTON (AP) — Former
heavyweight boxing champion
George Foreman has been
ticketed for negligent collision
after his car was involved in a
collision with a police car.
Neither Foreman nor the
officer was injured in the
Monday incident.
both sides today, and we will
aim to get some measure of
agreement in time for the full
session of the IOC."
The 75-strong IOC started a
four-day session today. It will"




driver David Sisco keys he'll
boycott the NaihKille
Speedway, except for Grand
National races.
Sisco, of Nashville, was
angered Saturday night
during a Late Model Sport-
sman race when his car failed
to pass a routine inspection for
being three-quarters of an
inch too near the ground.
Sisco complained that he
was singled out for
harassment and that the car
had been checked two weeks
earlier and approved.
Line In Good Shape
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — The
coach of the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers says his offensive
line is in good shape as the
National Football League
team enters its second week of
practice.
"They are all working
extremely hard," Coach John
McKay said Monday in
praising the offensive line
following a two-session
workout. "They are the most
pleasing part of the team thus*
far."
•







WEDNESDAY, JULY '14, 1976
10:00 A.M. - Holstein - Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M. - Open Rabbit Show
5.00 P.M. Family Night






Drawing each night for 1600.00
Only one ticket will be drawn each
night. If no winner, amount will be
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Thursday, July 15
THURSDAY, JULY 15, 1976
1 .00 P.M. K iddles Day
5:00 P. M.-Drawing
For Free Bicycle
6:00 P.M. - 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:30 P.M. - Motorcycle Rodeo
tri






















NO-HIT GAME — Aloe ebbs of the Pony League Dodgers fired a no-hitter Monday night as the
Dodgers won a 14-1 fhwhissieg game. The Dodgers are undefeated in 13 games and Gibbs has
racked up a sensationo1104pitching mark this summer for the doh.
(Stuff Plots. by Mao Mod*
PARK LEAGUE
In the first contest, the Reds
scored three runs in ._the
bottom of the sixth inning to
beat the Cards 18-17,--- -
For the winning squad, Jeff
Rogers and Mark Workman
each had a triple while Kelly
Curd, Kelly Steely, Gregg
Parker, Liz Marquardt and
Ronnie King added a double.
Mark McClard had a homer
for the losing Cards. Richard
Jones and Tony Iliybee had a
triple while Mike Muehlman
and Baker added a double.
In the second contest, the
Mets never trailed to beat the
Yanks 17-12.
Eric Whited had a triple
while _teammates Scott Nix,
Mark West, Scott Adams,
Chris Padgett, ' and David
Edwards added a clOtrble
apiece.
For the losing Yanks, Tony
Robinson had triple and a
double while Terry Walston,
Sean Ross, Robert Hopkins
and Jay Thompson each
added a double.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
In the first game, the Cards
beat the Reds 19-7.
Todd Abell struck out Si
batters for the winning Cards.
Abell had a triple and a
single for the winning squad.
Rusty Wright had two
singles for the Reds.
In the second game, the
Athletics came from behind to
beat the Yanks 6-5.
Mark Boggess was the
winning pitcher with seven
strikouts. Boggess had a
double and a single for the
Winning Athletics.
The loss went to Jimmy
West who had ten strikeouts.
For the losing Yanks,
Rodney Lamb had a double
and a single.
LITTLE LEAGUE
In the first round of action,
the Twins beat the Astros 9-4.
Stuart Alexander was the
Winning pitcher with two
strikeouts.
Tim Holsapple had a grand
slam and a three run homer to
pace the hitting attack for the
Twins. Teammate Bryan
added two hits.
Stacy Smith was the losing
pitcher with three strikouts.
For the Astros, Butler had
two hits.
Dan Key fanned nine batters
for the Yanks to beat the Reds
7-2.
For the winning squad,
Hargrove had three hits while
teammate C. Santagado had
two hits.
The loss went to David
McMillen who had three
strikeouts.
Cook, McMillen, Pace, and
Outland had a hit apiece.
COLT LEAGUE
In Friday night's action, the
Giants beat the Braves for the
championship 3-1.
David Miller was credited
with the win.
Thomai Kendall had two
hits while Ron Gibson and
Greg McReynolds added a hit.
Brad Taylor was the losing
pitcher. .. •
John Harrison had two hits
while teammate Brad Taylor
added a hit for the losing
Braves.
PONY LEAGUE
Alan Gibbs pitched a - ho
hitter Monday night for the
Dodgers to beat the Mets 14-1.
Gibbs had three hits while
teammate Steve Barnett
added two hits.
In the second game, the
Phils forfeited to the Astros.
Carner Wins -Open With
Two-Stroke Playoff Edge
BY BERNSTEIN
- AP SpWrts Writer
PHILADELPICA (AP) —
"The first might have been
luck. But when you win a
second, you feel like a pro."
Such was JoAnne Camer's
reaction after beatipg tiny but
tough Sandra Palmer by two
strokes Monday in their 18-
hole playoff for the U.S.
Women's Open Golf Cham-
pionship.
It was Mrs. Carner's second
Open title. She won in 1971, at
Kahkwa Club in Erie, Pa. She
became the fourth player in
the history of the Open to win
two or more times.
Mrs. Carner's victory
wasn't exactly artistic. She
blew a four-stroke lead with
five holes to play, and came.
back to win with the help of an
eight-foot birdie putt and a
bogey by Miss Palmer on the
17th hole.
Her five-over-par 76 wasn't
exactly the kind of score you
expect from one of the game's
'great hitters in a clutch
match. Fortunately for Mrs.
Carner, howevbr, Miss
Palmer shot 78.
But artistic or not, it was
good enough to win $9,000 for
the 37-year-old Mrs. Carrier,
and more important the
prestige of being Open





FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGGICI
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by es.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature cell 1
753-GOGO (4646)
White Norse Office May,
lit Mei Woe
Norm, Neeivretry
The 3 5-y eitr:old- s
Palmer, who tied Mrs. Carner
in the regulation 72-hole
tournament when she rolled in
a five-foot putt on the 18th
green in Sunday's final round,
took her defeat in stride.
"I had my chance and I
turned around and gave it
back to her," said the 5-foot-1
Miss Palmer, smallest player
on the pro tour. "JoAnne is
tough. That's why we call her
'Big Mama."
The two veteran women
golfers each totaled eight-
over-par 292s in the four-day
tournanrent, which started
with 150 in the field and was




(AP) — Western Kentucky
University has filled three
coaching positions, including
a new head man to guide the
school's perennially rugged
track team.
Named track coach was Del
Ressell, who spent the last six
years making Colorado State
into a viable track team. As
head track and cross country




Hessel, 35, replaces Jerry
Bean, who resigned at the end
of the season to enter private
business.
Also named to coaching
spots were Carla Coffey as
women's track coach,
replacing Shirley Laney. who




who coached Middle Georgia
to the Georgia State Junior
College Conference title last
season, was named head
baseball coach, replacing Jim
Pickens. -
Carla Coffey Named As
Hilltopper Track Coach
Bowling Green, Ky.—Carla
M. Coffey 'succeeds Dr.
Shirley Laney as women's
*track coach At Western
Kentritry University
following Dr. Laney's third
season as coach of the track
team. While Dr. Laney
remains as coordinator of
Women's Athletics :and head
coach of the women's golf
team, Ms. Coffey will take
over responsibilities of the
1977 edition of the 'female
track team.
The native of Somerset, Ky.,
graduated from Somerset
High School in 1967 and
received the B. S. degree in
education with majors in
health, physical education and
recreation from Murray State
University in 1972 and the
master of arts degree from
Murray in 1975.
Before coming to Western
she taught physical education
at Bowling Green High School
and served as head coach of
the girls' basketball and track-
teams.
She comes to Western with a
list of coaching experience
starting with girls' basketball
and track teams at Iroquois
High School in Louisville from
1972-74, as girls' and boys'
cross country coach at
Iroquois from 1973-74, and as
assistant track and Cross
country and basketball coach
for Murray State Untveisity
from 1974-75.
' She also taught health and
physical education at Iroquois
High School and held a
graduate assistantship in
physical education as a
graduate student at Murray.





Invitational will begin at 9:3(1
a. m. Wednesday with a
shortgim start.
This year's tourney will be
up for grabs as defending
champion Mary Bain of
Sikeston will not be playing.
Mrs. Bain, vito won the
George Hart Tournament at
the Murray Country Club June
2, was injured in an auto
mishap shortly after that
tourney and will not be able to
play any golf this summer.
One of the up and coming
young stars, Debbie Warford
of Ballard County, and
veteran Mary Jane Alford of
Paducah, should be among the
top finishers in the tourney.
There will be five flights in
the tourney with the first four
finishers getting prizes.
Here are the pairings for the
tourney:
.Number one tee — Debbie Warford.
Mary Jane Alford. Betty Lowry and
Virgirpa Rogers.
Number two tee — Venela Sexton,
Carolyn CaldwelL.Rae Warford and Ann
Mahan.
Number three tee — Phyllis Kaill,
Evelyn Jones. Toni Hopson and Euva
Mitchell.
Number four tee — Opal Williams
Nadine Byrne, Sue Brown and Madeline
Lamb
Number five tee — Murrelle Walker.
Mary Smith; Lisle Caldwell and Polly
Seale
Number stx tee — Jane Bradley. Hilda
Jackson, Virginia Howard and Jane
larnpluns-
Number seven tee — Doris Rose.
Mable Rogers. Wirt Rusisej and Fran-
ces Northington.
Number nine tee — Betty Steviart,
Mary Bogard, Irrus Orr and Libby
• Hayes.
Number 11 tee — Pauline Green,
Elizabeth Shashrrieyer, Sue Lamb and
Dot Hambaugh.
Number 12 tee — Dorothy Graves.
Virginia Jones, Jacquie Jackson and
Charlotte Jackson.
Number 13 tee — Emma Story, Della
Boggess and Sandy Coleman.
Number 11 tee — Jeannie Morgan.
Burlene Brewer and Betty Owen.
Number 15 tee — Canto Lamb, Mary
Jane Key, Karen Hargrove and Vicki
Nance.
Number 17 tee — Jane Morrow, Net
Tackett, Maxine Graham and Mildred
Ault.
Number it tee — Ada Sue Roberts.




signed pitcher Steve Powers,
the most valuable player in
the College World Series
earlier this summer.
He is due to report Wed-
nesday to the Pirates' Salem,
Va., farm club in the Class A
Carolina League.
The 22-year-old Powers, a
foot-2, 200-pound right-hander
from Tucson, Ariz., was the
Pirates' top choice in the
secondary phase of the free-




advanced to the second round
of the $100,000 Western Tennis
Charripionships with a 7-6, 6-2
triumph over Nick (lnviano
track and field in high school
and collegiate activities in-
chided four years of track and
field where for three years she
was awarded the Most
Valuable Player . in Track
(1969-'71). 1971 ithe-- was
designated the D. G. W. S.
Women's Intercollegiate
National Record Holder in 100
'Meter Hurdles, ranking
among the Top Ten in the
Nation in Hurdles from 1971-73
and in 1972 was a participant
in the Olympic Track Trials.
She has four years' ex-
perience in collegiate
basketball and was named
Most Valuable Player her
entire four years, on the
Murray State Women's Team.
In 1974 she was named to the
Amateur Athletic Union IA. A.
U.) Basketball All-
Tournament Team.
She also has two years'
experience in Volleyball at
Murray.
The 26-year-old bachelorette
has been a recreation leadet
for the Parks and Recreation
Department for the city
Louisville for two years and
participated in track and -field
clinic for the department in
1974.
In 1973 she was recreation
leader for Parks and
Recreation at Murray, Ky.
where she was an instructor at
a similar clinic therein track
-and field. •
She has served as a girl
scout - counselor and is a
member of several
professional organizations
including the United States
Women's Track and Field
Coaches Association, the A. A.
U. Track and Field and
Handball Associations, both
state and ' national
Associations for. Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation, and the Kentucky
High School Girls' Athletic
Association.






PHILADELPHIA (AP) — It
seems only appropriate that
after 13 months of haggling,
peace should come to baseball
in the City of Brotherly Love.
But, like any truce, the
agreement reached Monday
between the Major 'League
Players Association and the
Player Relations Committee
had its price. Both sides gave
ground to reach the set-
tlement.
Although neither
management nor the union
would reveal any terms of the
pact, these key elements of the
four-year agreement were
learned:
—A player will have 'the
right to demand a trade after
having play.ed_la the niajcirs
for five years. He will have a
veto right over six clubs. If he
is not traded, he will become a
free agent.
—Players who become free
agents, including those now
governed by the Andy
Messersmith decision, will be
able to negotiate with a
maximum of 12 teams,
starting with the inverse order
of the previous season stan-
dings.
Each club will be limited in
the number of free agents it
can sign, being permitted one
if the free-agent pool totals
one to 14. However, a club will
be able to sign as many free
agents as it might lose. '•
—The only compensation
for a lost player will be draft
choices. If one of the 12 lowest
teams signs a player, it would
lose its second choice in the
next draft of college and high
school players to the player's
former team. If one of the top
12 teams signs a player, it
would farfeit its No. 1 draft
choice.
—Players can take their
salary differences to ar-
bitration as they did before the
1974 season. However, if a
player is eligible to become a
free agent, his salary dispute
can go to arbitration only by
mutual consent of the player
and the club.
The players also had to
agree to stay five years with
their new teams once they
exercised their free agent
option.
The new contract also called
roe a 29' per cent increase in
pension plan contributions by
management.
But the pact did not solve
baseball's "one-and-one"
dilemma created when pit-
chers And MeSsersmith and
Dave McNally won free agent
as
!Lees .last watt der an
arbitrator's d on after
completing the 975 season
without signing contracts.
The 40 or so unsigned major
league players still are con-
sidered to be "playing out
their options," and unless they
sign by October they will be
free agents when the seasen
ends. Other players who
signed single or multi-year
contracts may still exercise
their options at the conclusion
of those pacts, should they
choose to move elsewhere.
The difference now,
however, is that with an
agreement, management has
something of a deadline
hanging over the . players.
Once they exercise or pass up
that .single option chance,.the
players will be tied to their
teams for various lengths of
time.
The player representatives
were almost unanimous in
approving the agreement
presented to them by Marvin
Miller, executive director tit
the union. There leasiast mak-
abstention in the 23 votes Cull,
Asked if this meant the labotl
dispute that delayed the start
of spring training some lf•














4 Wheel Drive Pull
Horse & Mule Pulling
Beef Cattle Shows
Family Night
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'Loner' Goes On Shooting Spree That Leaves 7 Dead
r'ULLERTON, Calif. (AP)
The picture ef a quiet,
cleancut loner troubled over
breaking up with a wife a bit
younger than himself has
emerged as authorities try to
pinpoint the motive for a
shooting spree that left seven




FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Billy Howard of Frankfort has
been nominated by Dr. James
Graham to be assistant
superintendent of vocational
education for the state.
Graham's recommendation
will go to the governor, who
will have final approval over
the selection.
A spokesman for the
governor's office said Monday
that the governor has received
several suggestions. He also
said the governor has not yet
received official word from
Graham on his nomination
and that no decision has been
made on Howard's ap-
pointment.
The nomination was made
Friday at a special meeting of
the state Board of Education.
Edward Charles Allaway,
37, turned himself over to
authorities shortly • after he
allegedly shot down nine
persons Monday morning at
the California State Univer-
sity. at Fullerton library. _
The shooting spree left
bodies strewn throughout the
basement of the library
building. One policeman said
later, "It was just too damn
gruesome. It looked like
Vietnam."
Authorities said Allaway, a
custodiap at the School, failed
to report' for his regular 6 a.m.
shift but turned up about three
hours later, allegedly
carrying a rifle.
-I'm gonna get you SOBs for
Messing around with my
wife," Allaway purportedly
shouted. Seconcis later, he
allegedly opened fire. Within
five minutes, the nine victims
were cut down.
Those killed were identified
as Paul Herzberg, 41, of
Pomona, an employe in the
library's instructional media
center; Donald Karges, 41, of
Santa Fe Springs, a
custodian; Bruce Jacobson,
32, of Pomona, a media
center employe; Deborah
Paulsen, 25, of Anaheim, a
custodian; Stephen Becker,
a library assistant; Seth
Fessenden, 72, of Fullerton, a
professor emeritus of' speech
communication; and Frank
Teplansky, 51; of Anaheim, a
media center graphic artist.
— Listed in serious condition
at- St. Jude's Hospital,
Fullerton, were Maynard
Hoffman, 64, Fullerton,
supervisor of custodial ser-
vices; and Donald Keran, 55,
Fullerton, a library employe.
-He was a quiet type," said
Amol Navarro, a chief
custodian who said he had
known Allaway since he was
hired 18 months ago.
"Whenever he went on a
break, he would go alone. And
he never Seemed to eat lunch
with anyone. He always
seemed to want to be alone."
Navarro said Allaway
"never cussed, had a good
attendance record at work and
was cleancut."
Navarro added, however,
that Allaway had been
troubled for the past few
weeks over the separation
from his wife, Bonnie, 22.
Bonnie Alla way is employed
at the Hilton Inn in Fullerton.
After the shooting, her
husband drove there from the
cantpus and spoke with her
before telephoning police to
turn titntself in.
think they'd been
married two or three years,"
sakd Mary Ferguson, Mrs.
Allaway's supervisor at the
motel, -• -"and Bonnie had
recently-filed for divorce." .-
"He 'apparently didn't tell
her anything about what went
on at the school," Mrs.
Ferguson said of his visit with
his wife after the shooting.
-She didn't realize what had
happened until the police
arrived. Then she just backed
up against a wall and started
crying."
Emily Harris Tells Story
Of Life, On,Run With Patty
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Emily Harris has told jurors a
story of life on the run with
Patricia Hearst — of a time
when each day was lived "as if
on the edge of a precipice"
and death was waiting at
every corner.
Miss Hearst herself escaped
by hours — and by sheer luck
— an aPpointment with death,
Rim net Says. Waltons First
To Use Novelistic Approach
LOS ANGELES- -t AP )' —
Earl Hamner says he doesn't
understand why "Rich Man,
Poor Man" is getting all the
credit for introducing the
novelistic technique to
television.
"We've been doing that on
'The Waltons' since we've
been on the air," said Ham-_
tier, whose soft Piedmont
accent is familiar as the
narrator.
-Although each episode is
self-contained, it's been like a
chapter in a novel."
At the beginning of each
season, Hamner plots the
story like a novel for the
guidance of writers. Major
story _developments, which
win carry frornpisode to
episode, are outlined. He
broadly sketches out what
directions each character will
take.
For the first 'time since it
premiered four years ago,
"The Waltons" is meeting stiff
opposition in the ratings from
ABC's "Welcome-- -Back,
Kotter" and "Barney Miller."
But Hamner contends the
show hasn't been hurt and is
still CBS' highest rated hour-
long show and second over-all
only to "The $6 Million Man."
Hamner works in a spacious
office where one wall of
sketch, paintings and
photographs from the show
and his home in Virginia
reflects the blend of fiction
and fact.
"In the beginning I &dal
think much about growth," he
said. "It's just that the
children have grown so
rapidly. . They're not the
Walton kids any more but the
Walton young people."
It was the necessity of
keeping up with the growing
children, as well as the fact
that Hamner has his own
family's history to draw on,
that turned the series toward a
novelistic approach.
Hamner, of course, takes
dramatic license and warps"
time. For instance, John-Boy
will publish his first novel at
the age of 20, while Hamner
didn't achieve that until he
was 29. JirorBob adopts a
peacoat at the age 'of 13.
Hamner's own brother Jim
didn't come by the peacock
until he was in his 30s.
fn the fall season, the- year
will be 1937"and the family will
continue to struggle against
the effects of the Depression.
"What they don't know is
that World War II is ahead of
them," Hamner said, "In 'my
family's case, five children
went into the service. In some
ways a greater struggle ties
ahead.
"I'd like the show to last
long enough to get into the war
years. I'd like to show what
happens under the stress of
war."
When the series does end,
Hamner plans to return to
writing books, such as the two




The 29-year-old Mrs. Harris'
opening statement, delivered
in the role of co-counsel, set
the stage for prosecution
testimony to begin today
against her and her husband,




heiress " will be tried
separately after sentencing on
her San Francisco bank
robbery convictron.
Miss Hearst's name arose
frequently in Mrs. Harris'
first account of their fugitive
days.
Recalling the events of May
16, 1974, Mrs. Harris said, "A
freak chance happening"
saved Miss Hearst's life. But
for a twist' of fate, the/
newspaper heiress also would
have been killed in the fiery \




"Bill and I were going
shopping," she said. Patricia
"Mizmoon" Soltysik, an SLA
soldier, planned to accompany
them.
"But at the last minute, she
-stayed home and Patiicia
Hearst stated a desire to come
with us. That chance decision
cost Mizmoon her life and
saved Patricia Hearst from
death."
Miss Soltysik died on her
26th birthday in a battle with
police which left only charred
remainS of her body and those
of five other SLA soldiers at
-thetiideolit Miss Hearst had
left the day befere.
Mrs. Harris, defending he*,-
husband and herself, said
while on the shopping trip,
Miss Hearst fired two
machine guns without orders
from them.
• 'These events at Mel's were
totally unexpected," she said,
"and Patricia Hearst's
resulting actions in firing of
the automatic weapon were
spontaneous...."
The charges against the
Harrises and Miss Hearst
stem from incidents after the
sperting goods store shooting.
Miss Hearst has said she
rued the giins as "a reflex
action" drilled into her by the
Harrises. Miss Hearst, kid-
naped by the SLA on Feb. 4,
1974, portrayed the Harrises
as captors, not comrades. But
Mrs. Harris depicted the
heiress as E convert to the
SLA.
"Patricia Hearst was
simply a young woman going
through a process of change,
learning about herself...and
she had made the decision to
go through this process in the




PRACTICES RIFLE ROUTINE — Julie Sams, a freshman at Murray High
School, was one of 2.38 students participating in the Casavant Caivacade of
Performance Workshops at Murray State University July 5-9. The tasavant
Workshop, as part of the Murray State Summer Youth r .ogram, provided
instruction to Held conductors, rifle squads, flag corps, baton teams, dan-
cers, and exhibition marchers. Julie is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Sams. The workshop was directed by David A. Wells, director of Murray
State's Marching Thoroughbred Band.
t
SPRUCED UP
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
Bill Gay, a community college
photography instructor, and his
wife, Frances, have spent five
years and about $10,000 to
spruce up an 90-year-old friend
they call "Victoria." --
Actually, "Victoria" is their
15-room turreted house, and for
their efforts the couple was giv-
-eh an Award of Merit for His-
torical Preservation and Recre-
ation by the North Carolina
chapter of the American In-
stitute of Architects,
The Gaysi both in their 30s,




announces the opening of law offices in
Murray, Kentucky, at the corner of Four-
th and Maple Streets.
Hours: 9:00 to 5:00 Weekdays
9:00 to Noon Saturday . - ,
Others by appointment
Phone 753-2706
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President Ford To Join
'Bird-watchers' Tonight
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Ford will join the
"Bird" watchers at basebatil
All-Star game tonight to cap a-
series of appearances that
may be designed to steal some
of the nation's attention from
the Democratic convention.
With Mark ."The Bird"
Fidrych, who talks to
baseballs, on the mound, more
American television viewers
may see Ford at the All-Star
game in Philadelphia than will
tune in on the Democrats'
convention in New York.
Although he has 'no sub-
stantive public duties on tap
today, Ford will be quite
visible, meeting at the White
House with "the farm family
of the year" and a group of
foreign exchange students.
After the White House
announced that Ford would
speak Monday night at a
convention here, reporters
asked if the President was
rearranging his schedule to
make an appearance every
night the Democrats were
meeting.
Spokesman Ron Nessen said
it would be wrong to suggest
that Ford is setting his
schedule "in some way to
counter or top the Democratic
convention." -- -
The highlight of tonight's
Democratic convention
session is expected to be the
rubberstamping of a non-
controversial Party platform.
Two networks will provide
gavel-to-gavel coverage,
while ABC-TV telecasts the
All-Star game.
- Fidrych — known as
Bird because of an alleged
resemblence to the wild-
feather", bug-muncher on
television's Sesame Street —
is expected by many to be
more of a—draw than the
Democratic platfoo.
There was debate in the
White House about whether
Ford should lay low while the
nation's political attention
was riveted to the Democrats,
but it was understood that
_Ford's decision to attend the
baseball game was made
partly in anticipation of its
expected huge TV audience.
Ford jokingly told National
Exchange Club con-
ventioneers Monday night, "I
made my speech especially.
short because I didn't want to
deprive any of you of the
opportunity of watching
another convention."
He said he was making no
great effort to watch the
Democratic politicking
himself, and, referring to
tonight's Democratic session,
he said, "I will be preoc-





on Oct. 8, 1923, as one Amer-
ican penny became worth 6
million paper marks.
Ed Cremer, Ownesboro, Ky, and Marvin Allen, Jr., In-
dian Mound, TN, stash away homecooking during the
first joint homecoming of some six former churches that
once met in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's public out-
door area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Mem-
bers of the Crockett Creek, Neville Creek, Model, Oak
Grove, Tip Top, and Rushing Creek Baptist churches
gathered at the former site of the Model Baptist Church
in Land Between The Lakes over the 4th of July
weekend. More than 300 people attended the .
homecoming which included quartet singing,
homecooking, and a lot of handshaking and backslap-
ping as old friends gathered to tell stories and catch up
on their living. Children had some pastime activity
during the homecoming as well-here Belinda Griffin, 9,
and her brother Greg, 6, play min a stnng to amuse
themselves. They are the children of Elroy and Mattie
Lou Griffin, Paris, TN.




"reasonably good" profits in
coming months and con-
sianers with stabilizing food
prices well Into 1,117, the
Department of Agriculture's
chief economist says..
Don Paarlberg predicted a
record corn crop if enough
rain falls and said the
prospects point to "an
abundance of food at
reasonably stable prices"
through 1977.
He said Monday that food
price politics probably will aid
incumbent politicians. ap..
With strong export demand,
including larger sales to
drought-stricken western
Europe and more animals to
feed on U.S. farms, it appears
idiom prices will be
**reasonably good" in the
months ahead, he said, in-
dicating farmers should get an
adequate rate of return for
their labors.
"I don't see anything here
that's going to upset con-
sumers as they were upset a
few years ago," Paarlberg
said. "I don't see economic
distress calls coming out of
the rural areas or coming out
of the consuming areas, and I
think that's got to be good for
the incumbents."
His comments followed a
Department of Agriculture
report that showed 1976 corn
production this fall could be a
record of more than 6.55-
billion bushels, up 14 per cent
from 1975's record 5.8-billion
Parishoners Provide Funds For Return Of Gearhe.art Body
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
remains Of Daniel Gearhart
will be returned from Angola
for burial, with parishoners
II!, from the mercenary's
Maryland hometown church
paying $5400 to have the body
shipped home., .
Sen. Charles Mathias, R-
Md., said Monday the "basic
arrangements have been
made" for the Angolans to
send Gearhart's body home.
But, he said, "it looks as
though the body will not come





guaranteed payment of the
$5,000 demanded by Angola
for the release of the body.
Gearhart's widow, Sheila,:
had said she could not raise
the money, and that she and
her four children are now on
welfare. But she said she was
determined to have her
husband's body returned for
burial.
' Gearhart was killed by an
Angolan. firing squad last
Saturday, - his llth wedding
anniversary. He and three
British mercenaries, were
executed for participating in
the Angolan civil war.
Gearhart claimed he never
had a chance to fight before
being captured by Cuban
troops, but the man who
recruited him said Gearhart
penetrated enemy territory,
engaged in firefights and was
commended by his British
commander. He said
Gearhart won a cash bonus,
too.
Gearhart said before his
death that he received three
weeks' pay .— $1,000 — on
arrival In Angola last
February. Re- said he asked
that the money 'oe sad to his
family, but his wife says the
money never arrived.
Mathias flew to Lisbon last
week in an effort to com-
municate with Angolan of-
ficials and halt the execution
of Gearhart. "It was a long
-chance and it didn't work out.
I'm sorry," he said, shortly
after returning home Monday
night.
Mathias worked to get the
Angolans to return the 34-
yearold Vietnam veteran's
body to the United States for
burial. He said Mrs. Gearhart
appeared determined to have
her husband's body returned,
despite the cost. "She still
wants to go through with it,"
he said.
Mrs. Gearhart had ex-
pressed shock at the demand
for the $5,000. State Depart-
ment officials said they were
told the money was for
shipping the body and for
paying an Angolan mortician.
A State Department
spokesman said Angolan
officials gave the families of
Gearhart and the British
mercenaries eight days to pay
the money, indicating
payment could be made as
late as Saturday. -
MYSTERY DEATH
Just a few days before his
forthcoming marriage to
Mrs. Sarah Whiteman, au-
thor Edgar Allan Poe died
Oct_ 7, 1849, under mysterious
circumstances in Baltimore.
bushels.
Aslivestock feed, corn is the
leading raw material for
producing meat, poultry and,
milk. Paarlberg said that
including the wheat harvest,
estimated at 2.04-billion
bushels, second only to last
year's 2.1 billion, this year's
total grain output is expected
to be a record.
But he cautioned that some.
areas, including South Dakota
and other parts of the upper
Midwest, have been hurt by
dry weather and that the corn
crop will depend to a large
extent on July .and August
Weather,
He said the department is
sticking with its prediction
that retail food prices are
"most likely" to rise only 3 to 4
per cent this year against an
8.5 per cent gain. in 1979-and
jumps of 14.5 per cent in each
of the two previous years.
"Any price increase that
inight come about the rest of
lilts year and at least the first
half of 1977 would be from
costs added after the products
left the farmer's gate,".
Paarlberg told a • news con-
ference.
Committee To Study Returning
Court Fees To Home Counties
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A special legislative com-
mittee studying im-
plementation of the state's
new district court system will
try to come up with a formula
for returning fees to the
counties.
Rep. Tom Givhan, ,p-
hephercIsville, told the panel
Friday tie was concerned it
was moving too slowly. He
said there had been much
discussion but few concrete
tesults.
"Until somebody comes up
with a bill, we haven't got
anything to work with," he
said.
The special 11-member
committee was created by the
Legislative Research Com-
mission last March to.develop
legislation to implement the
lover levels of the state's new
judicial system. The 1976
General Assembly enacted
legislation to implement the
two highest levels in the court
system, and the special
session later this year will
consider the district courts.
The judicial article adopted by
voters last November said the
lower court system must go
into effect in January, 1978.
The special committee was
authorized to deal with issues
related to the formation of the
new court system—par-
ticularly the loss of revenue
from fines, forfeitures and
fees when the district courts
. replace the present county,
quarterly, magisterial and
police courts.
Givhan said he was
concerned that the committee
was ,moving so slowly it could
end up like the legislature in
the final days of the session,
when bills are hastily passed
without much scrutiny to beat
the deadline. . _
"I don't intend to be in that
position," he said:
Senate Majority Leader
Tom Garrett, D-Paducah, told
the committee," I think we
have an obligation to give
back (to the counties and
cities) approximately the
same amount they lose under
the new system.
"We have to devise some
formula, some mechanism to
approximate those amounts."
Givhan contended that the
state should not return the
Counties the net amount they
send, because it would en-
courage .them to collect more
HZ-,..said that is
something the state is trying
to get sway from.
We shouldn't let them
benefit from a man's guilt or
innocence," he said.- -
Garrett agreed, saying it
encourages emphasis en the
wrong area of law en-
forcement.
There was general
agreement that the reim-
bursement should be based on
figures compiled over the last
five years or so.
The committee asked the
LRC for assistance in
procuring such inforrnauon.
William Davis, director of
the Administrative Office of
The Courts formerly known
as the Office of Judicial
Planning) said his office is
preparing information on the
fiscal effect of various-ways of
handling the fee situation, "so
you can determine which way
to go."
Davia said he would also
provide the committee with
information on judges'
salaries and the duties of the
court clerks in the new system
before their next meeting in
August.
The committee has set Sept.
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MSU To Participate In Semester At Sea Program Again
The shipboard educational
program for college students
that was suspended in late
1975 will resume as the
Semester at Sea program
'during the spring semester of
Murray State University las
member of the national
association of colleges and
universities which is affiliated
with the Institute for Ship-
board Education, a non-profit
educational organization
which will administer the
program.
About 20 colleges and
• --.
universities from across the






on February 25, 1977, the
floating campus will be the
newly refurbished S. S.
Universe campus, which has
been used for educatioE1.
purposes since 1971. Air-
conditioned and stabilized, it
has been ulodified for
educational purposes and
contains classrooms, a 10,000
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volume library and other
academic facilities.
*Kling magnate C. Y.
Tung provides the ship on a
non-commercial basis through
the Seawise Foundation as a
contribution to the cause of
intercultural understanding.
Departing Los Angeles on
its around-the-world voyage
for the spring semester of next
year, the ship will make port






Casablanca, returning to Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., on June 5.
Teacher and adult education
voyages are planned for the
summer of 1977 and tentative
plans call for an around-
Africa voyage during the fall
semester of 197..
Dr. M. A. Griffiths,
executive director of the
Institute for Shipboard
Education, announced that a
revamped curriculum,
tailored to the itinerary of the
ship, is under development.
The academic program will
include a wide range of.
courses in the humanities,
liberal arts, social sciences,
and environmental sciences,
Limited science courses
related to the oceans will be
offered, along with new
courses and seminars directed
toward global concerns in
environmental, urban, and
population studies.
About' 400 students will be
accepted for the Semster aa
Sea, with a faculty of 20 to 30
teachers to constitute the
resident faculty of the voyage.
Visiting lecturers in the fields
of education, industry, and
government from the host
countries and a series of in-
country programs, coor-
dinated with the cbusroorn
programs aboard ship, give
the unique dimension to the
Semester at Sea.
Costs of the program range
from mem to $4,850, depen-
ding upon the type of ac-
commodations. The, cost in-
cludes tuition, room and board
on ship, and required in-port
programs. Scholarships,
work-study grants, and loans
are available to students with
financial r.eed.
Bob Head, chairman of the
Department of Art and
coordinator of the Semester at
Sea program at Murray State
University, said any student
at any state college or
university in Kentucky is
eligible to go on the shipboard
educational programlbriugh
the visiting student program.
Urging anyone who is in-
terested to visit, eall, or write
him immediately so that an
application can be submitted
as early as possible, Head,
who has made two of the
educational voyages, called






LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP)
- Pat Nixon's doctor says the
former first lady will com-
pletely recover from her
recent stroke but that her
husband and daughters will
have to guard her from the
depression that often afflicts
stroke victims.
Dr. John Lungren, the Nixon
family phxsitian, said
Monday that Mrs. Nixon
should be out of the hospital
within a week to 10 days and
should fully recover front-Abe
partial paralysis brought on
by last week's siroke.
Although the 64-year-old
wife of former President
Richard M. Nixon remains in
serious condition, Lungren
said slurring of her speech has
diminished and that her blood
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From the standpoint of
function," said Dr. Stanely
van den Noort, a neurologist
who was consulted by
Lungren, "I believe she is
going to have full recovery....
That's our hope and belief." .
He added, however, that
most stroke victims "usually
have some minor problems
associdttli with fatigue."
Lungren said that if Mrs.
Nixon regains full use of her
limhzt "she will probably
never have another stroke."
Nixon, his daughters Tricia
Cox and Julie Eisenhower,
and Julie's husband, David,
visited Mrs. Nixon at the
hospital twice Monday after
she had been moved from the
critical care unit to a general
treatment area on another
floor.
Lungren said the move
means Mrs. Nixon will begin a
"stepped up" exercise
routine. She has been per-
forming simple exercises and





incendiary bombs exploded in
five midtown department
stores hours before the
opening of the Cmocratic
National Convention, and a
Puerto Rican independence
group claimed responsibility.
A note found in a telephone
booth said the cigarette-pack
bombs were planted to protest
the presence of "colonial
leeches" at the convention, an
apparent reference to the
Puerto Rican delegation.
The bombs did only slight
damage in the stores Monday,
and no one was hurt.
Most of the customers in the
crowded stores - Macy's, B.
Altman, Olutach's, Kegettes
at Herald Square, and Lord &
Taylor - were unaware of the
explosions. A device also was
planted at Gimbels but did not
go off.
A police spokesman said the
explosive devices were
similar to scores of other
small firebombs placed in
Manhattan stores in recent
year. They consist of a *" --or
wristwatch timing device,
flashlight bulb and chemicals
in a cigarette pack.



























were young and pretty,
others middle age while
some were, getting on in
years. They were faith-
ful to the vows made
when they joined the
church but now they
have fallen away. They
were last seen doing as
they pleased. A reward





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
St. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,






be submitted by 12




submitted by 4 p.m.
the day before
publication.
5. Lost And Found
LOST ONE HEIFER calf,
weighes around 300 lbs.




BE SANTA'S HELPER -
sell House of Lloyd toys
,and gifts August through
December. Kit on loan
write-Sharon Hamilton,





nominations to the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental
Haab-Mental Retardation
Board, Incorporated must be
submitted to the nominating
committee in writing by
August 1, 1976.,.:.,
There is one vacancy each
for Marshall, Ballard,
Calloway, Livingston, and
McCracken Counties and two
vacancies from Fulton
County. Residents from these
counties are eligible to make
nominations.
Board members must reside
in the county which they
represent, have a demon-
strated interest in mental
health, mental retardation,
alcisholtsin and other -drug
abuse, and cannot be a paid
employee of any program or
activity directly operated by
the Board or its affiliates. ,
Any interested person
wishing to submit nominations
should do so in writing by
August 1, 1916 giving name,
address, county of residence,
and qualifications. Please
mail request to: Miss Lovey
Raburn, Chairman,
Nominating Committee, P. 0.











plished in singing and
dancing. Gut string and
brass instruments









resume to P. 0.
Box 32R.
WANTED CHRISTIAN
lady to sing in a part-
time gospel group in this
area. For more in-
formation call 901-232-
- 8369.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manager, 753-
5550.
8 Storage Buildings





















ever. Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky







conditioner. Call • Dill
Electric, 753-1551 or 753-
9104. We also have used
air conditioners for sale.
1970 OR LATER MODEL
• 14' tret5' Ruziabout boat.





15. Articles For Sale
WIGGINS FuRivrruitE,
21/2 miles North of,
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in Sand 12
ft. widths - 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753-
4566. We deliver.




Size 10; various nursery
items. Please call 753-
9566.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
17.6 cu. ft_ no frost model
TBF-I8AE, '4 automatic
ice maker. 12.9 cu. ft.
fresh food, 4.74 cu. ft.
freezer. 165.9 lb. frozen
capacity. Call collect if
interested, phone 1-335-
3632 or 1-335-3400. Can be
seen at 1100 Doran Rd.
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
















Thomas A. Edison 10,000.
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn. _
16 Home Furnishings
QUEEN SIZE sofa bed, 5
weeks old. Used once.
Paid $300. Price $175
firm. Call 753-8552.
WASHER AND DRYER,




and Service, 500 Maple















FOR ALL YOUR fencing. _
needs. . Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865, i •
Paducah, Ky.
TWO ROW CORN head
for 45 John Deer com-
bine. Also set of dual
wheels and tires for 45
combine. $1,000 for both.





shape. $1250. Call 753-
7975.
1970 660 CASE combine,
2 pylinder „ with 2
headers, corn and bean.
$6000. Call 489-2159.
20. Spurts Equipment
CANOE - 17' Sawyer
fiberglass, 68 lbs., very
fast. $270. Call 753-0535.
28' CHR1S-CRAFT
crusier, complete galley
and head, sleeps 4, fully
equipped. Including
radio. Excellerit con-
dition. $7500. May be
seen at Slip 69 Kenlake




tubular tires, all alloy.
$195. Best offer call 753-
0535.
154s FT. FIBERGLASS
bass boat, 1969 model •
with 1958 model 50 h.p.
Evinrude motor with
trailer. See at 1627 Locke
Lomond Dr. Phone 753-
1365 after 5 p.m.
22 Musical
"TENNIE GENIE"














offer will be rejected. J.
T. Taylor, Route 4,
Murray, Ky. Calr 753-
4922.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any siz for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct and save on all
mattresses, Helthopedic
or foam. WEST KY.
MATTRESS, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
REX'S WORM FARM,
'Irvin Cobb Road. (High-
way 732), red worms,
canadian Night
'Crawlers. Phone 436-













- WHITE PORTABLE 40149111
=eche*
TWO END TABLES
COFFEE TABLE • STEREO
COMBINATION







washer and dryer. 2
years old. Excellent
condition, $200. Also 1981
Chevrolet. pickup with
camper. Can be seen at
Cherry Corner, second





































































































































CB RADIO HIGH GAIN
TWo' Channel Master 48
stainless steel antenns.
Three weeks old. Still
under warranty. Will
sell for $125. Good
condition-Frigidaire
washer and Wizard
dryer. Beth for $100. Call
753-7235 anytime.
26. TV Radio
19 INCH PHILCO color
TV $125.00. Call 753-9757
before 4 p. in. or all day
Thursday and Saturday.
MOTOROLA 21" black
and white T.V. on metal
stand. Two years old,
real good condition.
$100. Call 753-4955.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 TWO bedroom,
central air and heat.
Carpet and furnished.
Excellent condition. Set
up oa large nice tot. Call
753-7819. •
EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom,
1972 Skyline Buddy, 12 x
64. Front kitchen, large
living room, central
heat and air, front and
back porches, un-
derpinned and storm
windows. Call days 436-
5483, after 6 p.m. 436-
5553.
1972, 12 x 60, all electric,
central air. Call 489-2348 FOR RENT: HOU-BE
489-2318:- - AND - furnished apar-or 437-4845 or
tment. Call 753-4109.
I. Want io Rent 40. Produce
LOOKING FOR FUR- TAME BLACK-
*NISHED 2.- bedroom BERRIES, $4.00 gallon.
house with backyard for Call 753_9457 or 753.4362,
married couple and
large dog. Cell 767-2753.
•
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-







ments for 23-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Call 753-5865 or 753-
51OSsfter6pm.i
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 753-5865 or 753-
5108 after 6 p. m.
34. Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM






36 For Rent (Jr lease
1975 MOBILE HOME
-witli,eentral heat. Must
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055..
1972 12 x 60 2 bedroom,
furniihed, central air,
underpinned, tie downs.
See at Riviera Cts., or
call 753-3280.
WE BUY used inobile-
homes. Top prices paid.




14,000 BTU ; air con-
ditioner an14124000 BTU
air conditioner. Call 753-
0762.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 40 TWO BEDROOM
trailer, all electric,
water furnished. Couple
or 2 boys. Call 753-0957.
12 x 50 TWO bedroom
mobile home. Washer
and dryer, private lot.
One mile from city
limits on 121 West. $100
per month. Deposit and
references. Call 753-
3533.
31. Want To Rent
HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter area. Family of 5
with.references. Will do
repair and upkeep. Call
75315184.
37 livestock Supplies
NICE 8 WEEKS old












horse. Call Hazel, 492-
8401. •
38 Pets Supplies
TWO YEAR OLD white
male Pekingese $40. Call
435-4481.
SEVEN MINIATURE
type Poodles for sale.
White and black. $40
each. Call 435-43§9.
LHASA APS& AM.





TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very












8 Post Offiek Cars
1973 Identical Valiant Dusters, 6 . cylinder
automatics, 6,000, tb 8,000 miles, sold new by
Taylor Motors. Colors: white, black, gray, blue,
red, gold, light green, dark green.
• Starting price $2,500.06
To be reduced $100.00
each week until all are sold
Firm Prices-No Trade-Ins
See David Taylor at. . .
Taylor Motors
Inc.
So. 4th St. .-7S3-1372
 -1,,memmek
11=11111
FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or
call any of our
salespeople: B. B. Hook,









located in Kirksey, new
3 bedroom, Ph bath
home with central _heat
and air, located on large
lot with nice garden
area. Priced at only
$17,900. Phone 753-1222,
KOPPERUD REALTY,







Across from Post Office.
.FOR SALE BY OWNER
10 acres more or less of
back weeds hill













and compactor, . 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, large
family room with
fireplace, 2 car garage,
paved drive, has central
heat and air, wall to wall
carpet. Large lot in City
School District. Call for
appointment to see,
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore St., 753-
7724.
NINE ACRES located
within two and a half
miles of Murray on the
Old Salem gad. Four
bedroom brick home





steam heat, this is a
quality built home. Five
acres are fenced for
cattle or horses. Fruit




Street, Murray, Ky., 753-
0101 or 753-7531. -
NEW LISTING, to settle
estate, good 3 bedroom
frame home with extra
lot. Two blocks from
University. Only $14,500.
Galloway Realty, 753-
5842, 505 Main, Murray,
Ky.
PRODUCTIVE FAR-
MLAND- a p -
proximately 356 ACRES
in Clarks River bottom
-in Marshall County _
Almost all is tillable and
some timber. 172
ACRES near Brooks




and fencing. Cali 753-..





242 miles southwest of
Murray. Home is
situated on beautiful
tree-shaded one acre lot
on quiet country paled






46 Homes For Sale
ROBERTS REALTY -
yot!e' leader in sales for
106 needs your listings.




46. Homes For Sale
FANTASTIC BUY!!!!
Subdivision at Junction
of_ Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
lag e den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13/4 baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throwrighout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.
BY OWNER at Cold-







large bath. 100' x 280'
lot. Call 753-0550 or 489-
2116 after 6 p.m
GATESBOROUGH near
Johnny Robertson Road.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
_ living room, dining,.
kitchen, utility, extra
large walk in closets,
double garage, paved
drive, patio, courtyard
and extra large rustic
den: with beam ceiling,
fireplace and bookcase,
are featured in this
quality built house.
Priced in 40's. Call 753-
0814.
MUST SELL, 2 year old
brick home, 3400 sq. ft.
of floor space. Four
large bedrooms, 3 baths,
complete kitchen and 2
car garage. Located on 1
acre of land. Five miles
West of Murray, 't mile
off blacktop. Priced in
low 40's. Call 753-7625.




front and side porch,




FOR SALE BY OWNER-3
bedroom brick, central
heat and air, bath and
half, wall to wall carpet,
hardwood fenced in





FOR SALE OR TRADE
for mobile home, etc.
New home in town
starting mid 20's. By
builder. Call 753-3672.
-
142 ACRE, 3 bedroom
house, 2 bath, newly
decorated carpeted,
electric heat, air con-





PRICED LOW TO SELL,
,3 ,pedroom brick home
with many outstanding
features. Ideal. location.
Call 753-6821 after 5:00
p.m.
TO SETTLE estate,
frame house 613 Broad
Extended. 5 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen,
bath, utility, gas heat.
$12,000. Phone 753-5851
or 753-6081.
HOUSE AND 5'g acres
t land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 Miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.
46. Homes For Sale
EXTRA NICE two
bedroom house with
carport and large lot.
Price $15,500; Call 753-
3293.
47 Motorcycle




Call 901-842-3867 after 5
- 
1973 SUZUKI 750, 2,100
miles, extra sharp. Lots
of extras. $1200. Call 435-
4801:-
075-HONDA 750. 6,000
miles. $1350. Call 753-
5744.
1971.140NDA CB 350, good
condition. $650. Call 753-
5563.
1973 HONDA 350. 753-7980,
goad condition.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1972 Kawasaki 500, Call
753-4652, ask for Eddie
between 9 and 5.
BRAND NEW Chaparral
100 CC trail bikes, 6375.
While they last Phone
753-0978.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1974 PINTO Runabout, 1
owner car, 25 m.p.g.
Call 489-2570 or 753-5984.
1969 CHEVROLET
Impala hardtop. Air and
power. Call 753..0172.
1974 ItRONCO, 4 wheel
drive, V-8 automatic,
excellent condition.




radio, air, 42,000 actual
miles. *850. 1974
Triumph TR-6, 4 speed,
air AM-FM. luggage
rack, fog lights, blue
green, 30,000 miles.
' $4650. Call 49213603 or
753-9429.
1972 VW VAN, -local
owner, also 40" electric
range. Call 753-1203.
1971 INTERNATIONAL
thick with 20,000 miles.
15%' bed with dump,
new tires. Call 435-4301.
1974 PINTO WAGON, new
tires, extra clean,
Jackry ,air condition,.
tape player and extra
geed speakers. Real
clean. Extra good




Call Melissa Smith, 753-
6050.
1974 CADILLAC De Wile
sedan, absolutely










good condition. Call 435-
4383.
1973 YELLOW TORINO.
Phone -753-3041 _or 753-
6531.
1962 CHEVROLET, 2 door
coupe, 29 m.p.g. $325.
Call 753-5563. Good
condition.
3E" X 30 Ira
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1965 CADILLAC, 4 door,
excellent condition.
Mechanically and body
perfect. Can be seen at










.good gas mileage. Call
753-5452 after 5 p.m.
1971 FORD PICKUP, 6
cylinder, automatic,
nice clean turck. Good
condition. $1,550. Call
753-9189 or 753-8124 after
5.






-1,100 miles, new radials.
_$1750. Call 753-3436.
KM V. W. Super Beetle.
One owner. $1060. Phone
753-6971.
1974 FORD LTD station
wagon, excellent con-




Call 436-5366 or 436-6437.
1967 FORD 500 Fairlane,
automatic, power
steering, and air. Call
474-2361 or 474-8835.
1975 DATSUN B210, 8000
miles, 5 months old. Also
15' Runabout Seeking 35





Blazer-full time 4 x 4.
Air, power, steering and
brakes. Two sets of
wheels included. _Call.
753-2385 after 5 p.m.
50 Campers
1171 APACHE pop up,
sleeps 6, good condition.
$700. Call 753-8124.
1969 POP UP CAMPER,
16 ft. sleeps six with
stove, sink and icebox.
Good condition. Call 753-
5499.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51. Services Offered
ELECTROLUX SALES








- struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.





after 8 p.m. Call 1- 354-
8161,or 1-354-8138.
WANT TO DO HOUSE
cleaning. Call .753-8703,













and seal coating. For






and roofs sealed. Call








CHAIN LINK fence, yard,
lake lot, swimming pool,






home and industrial' 
air
- : • . •
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 75379618.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling








and glass shelves and





delivery. M & G Com-






-Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.








No afar "iki-iserser Nonni
skeet carp*
EASILY-
). pool Nortsbie rem.
Nose den MI Ti, work
EFFECTIVEtY-
dem liares ed mem
NA be Ow as Mi




s usla : T.r
--





will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 753-
5795.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
._Parks.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading bacidilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard work_
Call 753:1495.
028
WILL MOW yards, do





- vice. No job too small.










clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs
come clean by steam
Free
estimates. 24 hour
_ answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the











FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.




Call 753-4124, South 4th












old female kitten, calico
most unusual color.
Must see her to believe
it. Sweet and loving. Call
753-3994 after 4:30.
FREE THREE MONTH
old female kitten, grey
and black stripped, _
house broken. Call 753- - 
3535 after 5 p.m.
FREE KITTENS-
orange and white. Will
deliver. Call 436-2533.
'63CORVAIR, SPYDER
THIS AIR-COOLED TURBO-CHARGED, REAR-EINE9 
LITTLE
CHEVVY WAS CALLED.TNE VEST -POCKET 'VETTE, 
AND TO
wOuLD-13E CORVETTE OWNERS WITH A WIFE AND TWO
sips, IT wAS! STANDARD EOuiPmENT • 3 - SPEED STICK,
4-1IMEEL INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION, AND 
ELECTRIC TOR
'014, \we NOT" oprioas • 4-SPEED TRANS, WIRE WHEELS,
AC‘IDSTABLE STEERING, POSITRACTION, AND AM-FM RADIO.
IT WAS DESIGNED FOR 111E YOUNG DRIVING ENTHU
SIAST,
AND IS AS R4614T-CIN MOW, AS THEN,-NEARLY 15 YEARS AGO
SPECIFICATIONSs ENGINE -AIR-COOLED, TURDO-SUPERCHAAGED
REAR-MOUNTER FLAT 6, 145 CU IN, ISO DNP
pgemommicas 0-DO ripm IN ES SEC, TOP sPETD 104110H
AVERAGE FUEL MILEAGE - I 7. Z etp.G.
VALUE . '94,3 PRICE $1483, MOM? (
mDer),r2,200 I- .
=ia,a.iariltlut =War ($21:21".
"The- Store For Men
Murray, Ky.
Owners Billy Brandon Jerry Key
r
_ 1711 Miller Ave. For Sale by Owner
5 Bedroom, 3% bath, 1% story brick. Forthal living and dining room,
Large foyer with staircase, large den with fireplace, bookcase,
beautiful kitchen, ceramic tie on cabinets. All Frigidaire appliances.
Utility room. Covered tile patio, double gas grill plus built-in charcoal
grill. Large-storage house, double carport Central gas heat, air con-
ditioning. Many extras. This house is constructed of quality material
and workmanship.
Shown by appointment only
Call 753-5777 or 753-2615
or 753-8270
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program for dollege students
that was suspended in late
1975 will resume as the
Semester at Sea program
during the spring semester of
1977 --- • --
Murray State Unlverstty ars
member of the national
association of colleges and
-eniversities which is affiliated
with the Institute for Ship-
board Education, a non-profit
educational organization
which will administer the
program.
About 20 colleges and
universities from across the





When it sails again
on February 25, 1977, the
floating campus will be the
newly refurbished S. S.
Universe campus, which has
been used for educational
purposes since 1971. Air-
conditioned and stabilized, it
has been modified for
educational purposes and
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25 On• ot Col-
umbus a 4 Rip
ships 24 Roman 37 Torture by
27 Born bronze liaing on
28 Sodium 26 Ocean stake
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se Writ Ot Zeus
57 Period of
time




















21 Footless i2 yosi
22 Weary 



























volume library and other ,
academic facilities.
Shipping magnate C. Y.
Tung provides the ship on a
non-commercial basis through
the Seawise Foundation as a
contribution to the cause of
intercultural understanding.
Departing Los Angeles on
its around-the-world voyage
for the spring semester of next
year, the ship will make port




Suez Canal), Alexandria, ,
Athens, Tunis, and
Casablanca, returning to Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., on June 5.
Teacher and adult education
voyages are planned for the
summer of 1977 and tentative
plans call for an around-
Africa voyage during the fall
semester of 197..
, Dr. M. A. Griffiths,
executive director of the
Institute for Shipboard
Education, announced that a
revamped curriculum,
tailored to the itinerary of the
ship, is under development.
The academic program will
Include a wide range of
courses in the humanities,
liberal arts, social sciences,
and environmental sciences,
Limited science courses
related to the oceans will be
offered, along with new
courses and seminars directed
toward global concerns in
environmental, urban, and
population studies.
About 400 students will be
accepted for the Semster .at
Sea, with a faculty of 20 to 30
teachers to constitute the
resident faculty of the voyage.
Visiting lecturers in the fields
of education, industry, and
government from the host
countries and a series of in-
country programs, coor-
dinated with the classroom
programs aboard -thip, give
the unique dimension to the
Semester at Sea.
Costs of the program range
from $3,895 to *ON, depen-
ding upon the type of ac-
commodations. The cost in-
cludes tuition, room and board
on ship, and required in-port
programs. Scholarships,
work-study grants, and loans
araavailable to students ynth
financial need.
Bob Head, chairman of the
Department of Art and
coordinator of the Semester-at
Sea program at Murray State
University, said any student
it any state college or
university in Kentucky is
eligible to go on the shipboard
educational program through
the visiting student program.
Urging anyone. who is in-
terested to visit, call, or write
him immediately so that an
application can be submitted
as early as .possible, Head,
who has made two of the
educational voyages, called






LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP)
- Pat Nixon's doctor says the
former first lady will com-
pletely recover from her
recent stroke but that her
husband and daughters will
have to guard her from the
depression that often afflicts
stroke victims.
Dr. John Lungren, the Nixon
family physician, said
Monday that Mrs. Nixon
should be out of the hospital
within a week to 10 days and
should fully recover from the
partial paralysis brought on
by last week's stroke.
Although the 64-year-old
wife of former President
Richard M. Nixon remains in
serious condition, Lungren
said slurring of her speech has
diminished and that her blood







"From the standpoint of
function," said Dr. Stanely
van den Noort, a neurologist
who was consulted by
Lungren, "I believe she is
going to have full recovery....
That's our hope and belief ."
He added, however, that
most stroke victims "usually
have some minor problems
associated with fatigue."
Lungren said that if Mrs.
Nixon regains full use of her
limbs "she will probably
never have another stroke."
Nixon, his daughters Tricia
Cox and Julie Eisenhower,
and Julie's husband, David,
visited „Mrs. Nixon at the
htsgPitirtiiIce Monday after
she had been moved from the
critical care unit to a general
treatment area on another
floor.
Lungren said the move
means Mrs. Nixon will begin a
"stepped up" exercise
routine. She has been per-
forming simple exercises and




NEW YORK (AP) - Small
incendiary bombs exploded in
five midtown department
__stores hours before the
opening of the Democratic
National Convention, and a
Puerto Rican independence
----.group claimed responsibility.
Alidte found in a telephone
tooth said the cigarette-pack
bombs were planted to protest
the presence of "colonial
leeches" at the convention, an
apparent reference to the
Puerto Rican delegation.
The bombs did only slight
damage in the stores Monday,
and no one was hurt.
Most of the customers in the
crowded stores - Macy's, B.
Altman, Ohrbach's, Korvettes
at Herald Square, and Lord &
Taylor - were unaware of the
explosions. A device also was
planted at Gimbel., but did not
go off.
A police Spokesnian said the
explosive devices were
similar to scores of other
small firebombs placed in
Manhattan stores in recent
years. They consist of a
wristwatch timing device,
flashlight bulb and chemicals






























were. young and pretty,
others middle age while
some were getting on in
years. They were faith-
ful to the vows made
when they joined the
church but now they
have fallen away. They
were last seen doing as
they pleased. A reward





Barber Shop, 299 Walnut
St. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,






be submitted by 12




submitted by 4 p.m.
the day before
tublication.
5. Lost And Found
LOST ONE HEIFER calf,
weighe,s around 300 lbs.




BE SANTA'S HELPER -
sell House of Lloyd toys
and gifts August through
December. Kit on loan
write-Sharon Hamilton,







Apply in person at
Trenholm's Restaurant.
-TRW- deadline- E
, . , nominations
-
 to the Western"
Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Incorporated must be
submitted to the nominating
committee in writing by
August 1,1976.
There is one vacancy each
for Marshall, Ballard,
Calloway, Livingston, and
McCracken Counties and two
vacancies from Fulton
County. Residents from these
counties are eligible to make
nominations.
Board members must reside
in the county which they
represent, have a demon-
strated interest in mental
health, mental retardation,
alcoholism and other drug
abuse, and cannot be a paid
employee of any program or
activity directly operated by
the Board or its affiliates.
Any interested person
wishing to submit nominations
should do so in writing by
August 1, 1976 giving name,
address, county of residence,
and qualifications. Please
mail request to: Miss Lovey
Reborn, Chairman,
Nominating Committee, P. 0.
Bei 6, Bardwell, Ky. 42023.
ONCF VVE 71-1/NK5PLL8,4057C1c-ET
LIVLOAD HIM TO 5CCETY"E- /N IENI7Y-








plished in singing and
dating. Gut string and
brass instruments only.









resume to P. 0.
Box 32R.
WANTED CHRISTIAN
lady to sing in a part-
time gospel group in this
area. For more in-
formation Call 901-232-
8369.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manager, 753-
5550.
8. Storage Buildings




















ever. Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky







Electric, 753-1551 or 753-
9104. We also have used
air conditioners for sale.
1970 OR LATER MODEL






15. Articles For Sale
WIGGINS FURNTTURE,
2;2 miles North of.
Murray Q13 641 has _
Armstrong -Vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft, widths -16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753-
4566. We deliver.




size 10; various nursery
items. Please call 753-
9566.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
17.6 cu. ft. no frost model
TBF-18AE, automatic
ice maker. 12.9 Cu. ft.
fresh food, 4.74 Cu. ft.
freezer. 165.9 lb. frozen
capacity. Call collect if
interested, phone 1-335%.,
3632 or 1-335-3400. Can be
seen at 1100 Doran Rd.
LOFTY PILE, tree from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big












Nrestern Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift .
Shop".
AIR CONDITON SALE,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000







QUEEN SIZE sofa bed, 5
weeks old. Used once.
Paid $300. Price $175
firm. Call 753-8552.
WASHER AND DRYER,




and Service, 500 Maple















FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs.. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
TWO ROW CORN head
for 45 John Deer Z'oni-
bine. Also set of dual
wheels and tires for 45
combine. $1,000 for both.





shape. $1250. Call 753-
7979;
1970 660 CASE combine,
2 cylinder with 2
headers, corn and bean.
$6000. Call 489-2159.
20 sports Equipment
CANOE - 17' Sawyer
fiberglass, 68 lbs., very
fast, $270. Call 753-0535.
28' CHRIS-CRAFT
crusier, complete galley
and head, sleeps 4, fully
equipped. Including
tadlo-. Excellent cdt-
dition. $7500. May be
seen, at Slip 69 Kenlake
Marina or inquirers can
call 753-9909. -
19 SPEED SWEDISH
• made bicycle. crescent.,
tubular tires, all alloy.
$195. Best offer call 753-
0535.
1514 FT. FIBERGLASS
ba-cs boat, 1969 model
with 1958 model 50 h.p.
Evinrude motor with
trailer. See It1.627 Lock


















offer- will be rejected. J.
T. Taylor, Route 4,
Murray, Ky. Call" 753-
4922. . .
curritniactlasEmd2
made any siz for antique
beds or campers. Buy ,
direct and save on all
mattresses, Helthopedle
or foam. WEST KY.
MATTRESS, 1136 South
3rd. Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
REX*--WORM FARM,
Irvin Cobb Road, t High-
way 732), red worms.
canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-


























washer and dryer. 2
years old. Excellent
condition, $200. Also 1961
Chevrolet pickup with
camper. Can be teen at
Cherry corner, second









































































































CB RADIO HIGH GAIN
TWo Channel Master 48
stainlelp steel antenns:
Three weeks old. Still
under warranty. Will
sell for $126. Good
condition-Frigidaire
washer and Wi,zard
dryer. Both for $100. Call
753-7235 anytime.
26. TV Radio
19 INCH PHILCO color
TV $125.00. Call 753-9757
before 4 p. m. or all day
Thursday and Saturday.
MOTOROLA 21" black
and white T.V. on metal
stand. Two years cid,
real good condition.
6109. Call 753-4965.
21. Mobile Home SalPs
12 it 60 TWO bedroom,
central air and heat.
Carpet and furnis,tied.
Excellent condition. Set
up on large nice lot. Call
753-7819.
EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom,
1972 Skyline Budd P 12 x
64. Front kitchen, large
living room, central
heat and air, front and
back porches, un-
derpinned and storm
windows. Call days 436-
5483,....4ifter 6 p.m. 436-
1072, 12 x 60, all electric,
central air. Cali 489-2348
ac-117-4845.or 489-2316.
1975 MOBILE HOME
with central heat. Must
sell quickly. Call 767-
1372 12 x 60 2 bedroom;
furnished, central air,
underpinned, tie downs.
See at Riviera Cts., or
call 753-3290.
WE BUY used iliobile•
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call.
442-1918 or 443-8226.
28. Heating & Cooling
14,000 BTU air con-
ditioner and 12,000 BTU,
air conditiiiner. Call 753-
0762.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 40 TWO BEDROOM
trailer, all electric,
water furnished. Couple
or 2 boys. Call ;53-0957.
t2 x 50 TWO bedroom
mobile home. Washer
and dryer, private lot.
One, mile from city
thrifts on 121 West. $100
per month. Deposit and
references. Call 753-
3533.
31 Want To Rent
HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter area. Family of 5
with references. Will do
repair and upkeep. Call
753-5184.
.4316. X 30 3E la 300
31 Want To Rent
LOOKING FOR FUR-
NISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-







ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boy-
Call 753-5865 or 753-
51011 after 6 p. as.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroonr- and living
tobril For information
Call: 753-5865 Or 753.
5108 after 6 p. m.
34. Houses For Rent
fHREE. BEDROOM











NICE 8 WEEKS old












horse. _Call ,Haxtl, 492-
8401.
38. Pets Supplies
TWO YEAR OLD white
male Pekingese $40. Call
435-4481.
SEVEN MINIATURE
type Poodles for sale.
White and black. $40
each. Call 435-4360.
LHASA APSO AKC





TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very













8 Post Office Cars
1973 Identical Va1ant Dusters, 6 cylinder
automatics, 6,000, th 8,000 miles, sold new by
Taylor Motors. Colors: white, black, gray, blue,
red, gold, light green, dark green.
Starting price $2,500.00
To be reduced $100.00
_ each week until all are sold
Firm Prices-No Trade-Ins
See David Taylor at. . .
Taylor Motors
Inc.





Call 753-9457 or 753-19/12.
ME=
FOR LLSTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
- North 12th, 753-8080 or
call any of our










located in Kirksey, new
3 bedroom, Pos bath
home with central heat
and all-, located on large
lot with nice garden
area. Priced at only
$17,900. Phone 753-1222,
KOPPERUD REALTY:
foriill your Real Estate
Needs.





Across from Post Office.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
10 acres more or less of
back woods hill














bedrooms, 2 baths, large
family room with
fireplace, 2 car garage,
paved drive, has central
heat and air, wall to wall
carpet. Large lot in City
Scbool District. Call for
appointment tO see,
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore St., 753-
7724.
NINE ACRES located
Within two and a half
miles of Murray on the
Old Salem Rad. Four
bedroom brick home





steam heat. this is a
quality built home. Five
acres are fenced for
cattle or horses. Fruit




Street, Murray, Ky., 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
NEW LISTING, to settle
estate, good 3 bedroom
frame home with extra
lot. Two blocks from
University. Only $14,500.
Galloway Realty, 753-





in Clarks River bottom
-,Marshall CotiPtit -
Almost all is tillable and
--timrber-7 -1-79-
ACRES near Brooks
Chapel Church Road in
Calloway County.
Approximately half is
tillable, some - timber
and fencing. Call 753-





2ti miles southwest of
Murray. Home is
situated on beautiful
tree-shaded one acre lot
on quiet country paved






46 Homes For Sale
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.









49 Usrd Lifs& rruLks
1965 CADILLAC, 4 door,.
excellent condition:
AtechaniCally:atel--tietti- -
perfect. Can be seen at





46 Homes For Sale
FANTASTIC BUY!!!!
Subdivision ate-Junction
of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living 'room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13/4 baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.
BY OWNER at Cold-






. room, carport. One
large bath. 100' x 280'
lot. Call 7534550 or 489-
2116 after 6 p.m.
GATESBOROUGH near
Johnny Robertson Road.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
living., room, dining,
kitchen, utility, extra
large walk in closets,
double garage, paved__
drive, patio,. courtyard
and extra large rustic
den. with beam ceiling,
fireplace and bookcase,
are featured in this
quality built house.
Priced in 40's. Call 753-
13814..
MUST SELL, 2 year old
brick home, 3400 sq. ft.
of floor space. Four
lau,e bedrooms, 3
complete kitchen and 2
car garage. Located on 1
acre of land. Five miles
West of Murray, '-2 mile
off blacktop. Priced in
low 40's. Call 75-1-7625.
_




„ .front and side porch,




FOR SALE BY OWNER-3
bedroom brick, central
heat and air, bath and
half, wall to wall carpet,
hardwood fenced in
yard, large lot, nice
subdivision. Call after
4 : 3 0 weekdays;
weekends anytime, 753-
4023.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
for mobile home, etc.
New home in town
starting mid 20's. By
builder. Call 753-3672.
 -
1% ACRE, 3 bedroom
house, 2 .barh, newly
decorated carpeted,
electric heat, air con-





PRICED LOW TO SELL,
3 bedroom brick home
with many outstanding
features. Ideal location.
Call 753-6821 after 5:00
p.m.
TO SETTLE estate,
frame house 613 Broad
Extended, 5 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen,
bath, utility, gas heat.
812,000. Phone 753-5851
or 753-6081.
HOUSE AND 514 acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 713-5618.
46. Hcrnes For Sale
EXTRA NICE two
bedroom house with
carport and large lot.
Price $15,500. Call 753-
3293.
47 Motorcicies




Call 901442-3067 after 5
p.m.
1873 SUZUKI 750, 2,100
miles, extra sharp. Lots
of extras. $1200. Call 435-
4301.
1975 HONDA 7541. 4406--
miles. $1350. Call 753-
5744.
_
1973 HONDA CB 350, good
condition. $650. Call 753-
-5563.
1973 HONDA 3.50. 753-7980,
good condition.
automatic, power
FOR SALE OR TRADE _ steering, and air. Call
- 1972 Kawasaki 500, can -414-2361 or 4748836'








good gas mileage. Call
753-5452 after 5 p.m.
1171 FORD PICKUP, 6
cylinder, automatic,
nice clean turck. Good
condition. $1,550. Call
753-9189 or 753-8124 after
5.






4,100 miles, new radials.
$1750. Call 753-3436.
1971 V. W. Super Beetle.




dition. Call 753-7370 or
753-0129.
1972 VEGA HATCHBACK
GT. 1970 Ford Maverick.
Call 436-5366 or 436-5437.
between 9 and 5.
BRAND NEW Chaparral
100 CC trail bikes, $375.
While the last. Phone
753-0978. -
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1174 PINTO Runabout, 1
owner car, 25 m.p.g.
1'011489-2570 or 753-5984.
1066 CHEVROLET
Impala hardtop. Air and
power. Call 753-0172.
1974 BRONCO, 4 wheel
drive, V-8 automatic,
excellent condition.




radio, air, 42,000 actual
miles. $1850. 1974
Triumph TR-6, 4 speed,
air AM-FM, luggage
rack, fog lights, blue
green, 30,000 miles.
$4650. Call 492-8603 or
753-9429.
1972 VW VAN, local
owner, also 40" electric
range. Call 753-1203.
1971 INTERNATIONAL
truck with 20,000 miles.
15442' bed with dump,
new tires, Call 435-4301.
1974 PINTO WAGON, new
tires, extra, clean,
factory air condition,
tape player and extra
_good speakers. Real
clean. Extra good




Call Melissa Smith, 753-
6050.
1974 CADILLAC De Ville
sedan, absolutely





brand new stritl belted
radial tires. Will
sacrifice, 14.000. Call





Phone 753-3041 or 753-
6531.
1962 CHEVROLET, 2 door
coupe, 29 m.p.g. $325.
Call 753-5563. Good
condition
1967 FORD 500 Fairlane,
1975 DATSUN B210, 8000
miles, 5 months old. Also
15' Runabout Seaking 35
hi p. motor, tilt trailer,
excellent condition.
$650.00. Phone 7534151
. or 753-1621. '
51 Services Ofrerea
EXPERIENCED




CHAIN LINK fence, yard,
lake lot, swimming pool,





home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing






estimates. Quick drying. .
Call 7534827 or 753-9618.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling








and glass shelves and





delivery. M & G Corn-
-,plete Glass. Phone 753;
8210 or 489-2423.
1973 CHEVROLET...K-5'
Magee-full time 4 x 4. '
Air, power., steering and
brakes. Two sets of
wheels - included. Calls
753-2385 after 5 p.m:
)0 Campers
1171 APACHE pop up,
sleeps 6, good condition.
$700. Call 753-8124.
1969 POP UP CAMPER,
16 ft. sleeps six with
stove, sink and icebox.
Good condition. Call 753-
-5499.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Services Offered
ELE,CTROLUX SALES








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day'• or
night 442-7026.
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Truckine gravel 
.and dirt. Call 437-4533,






Doug Taylor at 753-1310
for free estimate.


















issSais Come 7S3- Wel
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
WANT TO DO HOUSE
cleaning. Call .753-8703,













and seal coating. For




•. porch and patio,
awnings, car porches
and roofs sealed. Call
/53-1873 "after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard ,work
Call 753-149. _ •
i Seru,ces Offered
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will hauPall types of
rank; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 753-
5795.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
DOZER WORK - small
stzt ideal for leveling,
spreading backfillmg.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
WILL MOW yards, do





vice. No job too small.










clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and Institution rugs






and exterior by the







gutter cleaning - and





FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Tayligr
at 753-2310 for free





Call 753-4124, South 40h












old female kitten, calico
\ most unusual color.
'Must see her to believe




old female kitten, grey
and black stripped,
-7-liessiii-breken. Call 753-
3535 after 5 p.m.
FREE KITTENS-








3 CORVAIR SPYDERTclimsottcl-COSOLELI TURBO-CHARGED, REAR- ENGINE() LITTLE
WAS CALLE:0'7HE VEST -POCKET'VETTE' AND TO
WOULD-BE CORVETTE OWNERS WiTH A WIPE AND TWO
KIDS, IT WAS! STANCARD EQUIPMENT' 3-3PEED STiCK,
4-WHEEL INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION, ANO ELECTRIC TOP
'OH, VAN, NOT?' OPTIONS .4-3PEED TRANS, WIRE NAME.ELS,
ADJUSTABLE STEE , POSITRACTION, AND A/1-FPS 'RADIO.
IT WAS DE.51eNED R 'THE YOUNG DRIVING ENT4uSIA5T
AND-+S AS PICOT-CH 90.40, AS THEN, NEARLY 15 YEARS AGO.
•
spEcwparposs ENGINE- AIR-COOLED, TURBO-SUPERCHARGED,
PEAR-MOUNTEDE FLAT 6, 145 CU IN, 190 &HP
PERFORPIAME 0-50 MPH /N B SEC, TOP SPEED 110 riPri.
AvERAG': FUEL MILEAGE -Fr. et R G.
VALVE • t963 PRICE'1 2483, TOLYW (MINT) $2_200 +-
War 21.47 arrttfl.c="r=2:= "
. 42)i339 et,
-The Store For Men
Murray, Ky.
Ownets Billy Brandon - Jerry Key
•••
• •
1711 Miller Ave. For Sole by Owner
5 Bedroom, 31/2 bath, 11/2 story brick Formal living and dining room,
Large foyer with staircase, large den with fireplace, bookcase,
beautiful kitchen, ceramic tile on cabinets. All Frigidaire. appliances.
Utak)/ room. Coveted tile patio, double gas grill plus built-in charcoal
grill. large storage house, double carport. Central gas heat, air con-
ditioning. Many extras. This house is constructed of quality material
and workmanship.
Shown by appointment only









Mrs. Sarah Annie Doughty
died Monday at ten p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Uospital. She was 72 years of
age and a resident of
Epperson Road, Faiducah
Route Nine.
The deceased was preceded
in. death by her husband, Rev.
A. L. Doughty, Sra.9n April 28,
1972. She was a member of the
Southland Baptist Temple,
Paducah. Born October 2,
1903, in Stewart County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late Andrew McDaniel and
Alice Cole McDaniel. One son,




Route Four, and Mrs. Annie
Pittman, Paducah; two sons,
A. L. Doughty, Jr., and
Edward L. Doughty,
Paducah; two sisters, Mrs.
Mace Sexton and Mrs.
Lavonia Thompson, Paducah;
two brothers, Jimmy






Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at three p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Harold Council and Rev.
Grandville Courtney of-.. _
will be in the
South -Pleasant Grove
Cemetery. _
Friends may call at the
funeral home after three p.m.
today ( Tuesday).
Jessie Green Dies
Today At His Home
Jessie Green of 300 Elm
Street, Murray, died this
morning at his home. He was
87 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church. Born December 24,
1888, in Erin, Tenn., he was
the son of ‘15e late Francis
Green and Tennie Aaron
Green.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Green, 300 Elm Street,
Murray; five daughters, Mrs.
Hurley (Lola) Chadwick,
Panorama Shores, Mrs.
Lurline Shaw, Murray, Mrs.
Herbert Clayton, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Mae Orr, Gleason,
Tenn., and Mrs. Margaret
Monroe, Carmichael, Caliaa
two sons, Roy Green, Walnut




The funeral will be held at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
date and time to be announced
later. Rev. R. J. Burpoe will
officiate and the Grace
Baptist Church Choir will
provide the music. Burial will
be in the Hendon Cemetery in
Stewart County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight( Tuesday).
LAKE DATA
Kentucky. Lake, 7 a.m.
dawn-aaa .
Below dam 302.4, no ch
Barkley take, 7 a.m.
down 0.3
Fletow dam 315.1. up O.
Sunset 8.1a. Sunrise 5:
Moon rises 8:58 p.m
Tuesday 6 59 a.m.
Final Rite`tHeld
For Frank Keehn
Final rates for Freak E.
Keehn of Murray Route Three
were held Monday at ten a. m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funetal Home with
Rev. Glen Cope officiating.
Pallbearers were Arthur
Hecat, James E., Michael,
Kevin, Kenneth, and Donald
aKeehn. Burial was in the
Ledbetter Cemetery.
Mr. Keehn, age 86, died
Saturday at eight a. m. at the
Jefferson Barracks VA
Hospital in St. Louis, Mo. His
wife, Mrs.. Clara Mae Keehn,
died May 28, 1969. .
The deceased was born in
Henderson but had lived most
of . his life in St. Louis, Mo.,
prior to coming to Calloway
County to live prior to his
wife's death. He was a veteran
of World War I and is survived






Mrs. Lillie Mae Wolflaral
died Monday at seven p. m. at
the Nu-Care Convalescent
Home, Humboldt, Tenn. She
was 94 years of age and was
resident of 104 North
Highland, Paris, Tenn.
The deceased was married
to Wilbur Wofford on January
30, 1197. and he died October 5,
1936. She was a member of a
United Methodist Church in
Stewart County, Tenn., where
she was born August 19,1881.
Mrs. Watford is survived by
one daughter, Miss Lucille
Wofford of Murray; one son,
Leonard Wofford of Nashville,
Tenn.; four grandchildren;
eleven great grandchildren;
one great great grandchild.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at two p. m.
at LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
Rev. E. Harrell Phillips of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Wofford Cemetery in Stewart
County, Tenn.'"







accident in Kentucky Lake
has claimed the life of a
Sikeston, Mo., retired 'state
trooper. •
Eugene Harris, 62, the
"ctim, owned a summer
horn the lake.
The accident occurrea
Sunday - at 6:15 p.m. at
Pirate's Cove on Jonathan
Creek, according to Marshall
County Coroner Jess Collier.
Collier said Harris and
another man were pulling a
boat out of the water when
Harris fell backward and
drowned in eight feet of water.
Collier ruled that Mr. Harris
died from accidental
di owning.
Mr. Harris was taken to
Benton Municipal Hospital by
Marshall County Ambulance
Service and was pronounced
dead on arrival at 6:59 p.m.
The body was taken to
Nunnelee Funeral Home in
Sikeston.
Maio ot Sock al local SOirest at ors
lodsr. twoktholl lo tads. - •
Mass bp Nest of Ildileas. Owls. d
Warns, Areas balm:
Heublein 1nc 31% +%
Kaufman & Broad   +44
Ponderosa System 9% +%
Kimberly Clark 41% +44
Union Carbide . OM -4
W. R. Grace V% +4
Texaco   e26 +
General Oat 5$4,
 unc
GAF Corp 1544 unc
Georgia Pacific   .49% unc
Pfizer - 23,4 unc
 .32% Al
KJ rsch 14% UDC
Disney 56 +Ail
Franklin Mint  ... .3441 +%
Prices at 'tacks or kcal Merest at mom
today ?welshed to the Lodger & nook by
1 M. Sense Co. aro as folloos:






Fad  . 59% +3/4
Gen. Motors. , 7041 +%
Gen. Tire  22 -4
Goodrich  .▪ 28% +44














Federal State Market News Service July
13. 1976
3583, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts- ACT 263 EST. 400 8arrows4--
ange. Gilts 75e mostly $1 00 lo
wer Sows 511,-
VIA t:PS 1-2 MO-2301M ..... 950.504077
5—
US 1-3 200-240 lbs  150 00-50 50'
US 3r4 _ 
149.25-50.00
$48.2540 253. 24r134101to 
47. sees _ " • •
US 1-2 270-350Ibs 840.50-41 00
., Sets US 1-3 300-500 lb. $40 00-41 00
US 1-3500650 lbs 4100-4150
13900-4000US 2-3 300-500 lbs













Max Wallis Parker, ati
torney at law and a native of
Murray and Calloway County,
has returned and opened a law
office on the corner of Fourth
and Maple streets across from
the Post Office in Murray.
Parker is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas E. Parker, Lynn
Grove Road. He attended
Murray College High, Murray
High, and was a member of
the first graduating class of
Calloway County High School.
Max W. Parker
He is a graduate of Miiriay
State University and received
his Juris Doctorate Degree
from the University of
Louisville Law School in 1973.
He haS done post graduate
work at the University of
Kentucky and at the Harvard
Law School in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
Parker was associated with
the law firm of Schaefer &
Airhart in Louisville for three
years before returning to
Murray. "We had a general
law practice and I gained
valuable experience in all
types of civil and criminal law
matters. I believe that this
experience will help me in
being of service to the people
of Murray and Calloway
County," said Parker.
At his last trial before
leaving Louisville, Parker
represented three people who
were passengers in an
-automobile which was hit by a
train at a railroad crossinga__Association for Childhood
Ted Mack Amateur Hour
Emcee, Dies At Age 72
TARRYTOWN, N.Y. (AP
— Ted Mack, who presided
over the Original Amateur
Hour program on radio and_
television, is deadat 72.
Mack died about 4 p.m.
Monday, according 'to a
spokesman at Phelps
Memorial Hospital.
• Mack began his career in
entertainment as a band
leader and vaudeville master
of ceremonies in the 1920s.
In 1935 he joined the Major
Bowes Original Amateur Hour
radio show as a talent scout.
He succeeded Bowes as emcee
of the program in 1948.
Born William Edward
Maguiness in. Greeley, Colo.,
Markaatadied law at Denver
University but turned to, a
career in Music.
He joined the Ben Pollock
orchestra in 1920 ,a% a
saxophone and clarinet
player. Glenn Miller was a
member of the band at that




After a year emceeing
vaudeville in Los Angeles,
Mack organized and toured
with his own band until joining
the Bowes show. The amateur
hour was already a national
institution on radio under
Bowes.
Under Mack, it became a
pioneering television
_program, starting Jan. 18,
1944, on the old Dumont net-
work, then movftig to NBC,
ABC and; fof its final 12 years,
to CBS._ The last show .was
presented Sept. 27,1970.
The original amateur hour
was a stepping stone for many
future stars during its long
run, with staffers recalling
appearances by a young
Frank Sinatra, Robert
Merrill, Beverly Sills, Pat
Boone, Jack Carter, Maria
Callas, Ann-Margaret, Jerry
Vale, Regina Resnick and
many others.
There were also baton
twirlers, a man who played a
singing saw, Swiss bell




barbershop quartets and one
fellow who played a marimba-
like instrument made from
Geritol bottles. Geritol was a
long-time sponsor of the show.
Since the show left the air,
Mack had been active on the
college lecture circuit, hosting
talent shows and making
occasional television ap-
pearances. s
He and his wife, tire' former
Marguerite. Overholt, who
survives, had their home in
Irvington. They observed
their 50th wedding an-
niversary last March.
4 FAIR BOARD—Members of the 1976 Murray-Callo
way Cour)* Fair Board are, left to
right, Donnie Lovett, Jack Watkins, Mitchell Stom, Van W
augh, Bobby McDoweil,Skeet
Myers, Stark Finney, Mike Stevens, Terry Broach, Ga
ry Taylor, Ted Delaney, Jerry Mc-
Coy, and Gary Crass.
Mk& I •
FREE BLOOD PRESSURE CHECK—Student nurses from Murray 
State University are
giving free blood pressure checks at their booth this week
 at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair.
Legal Maneuvers Delay Mandate
After a seven day trial, a jag
awarded his clients $166,800 in
damages. "Tat was a case
that I worked on for two and a
half years before the trial",
said Parker, "The main issue
was whether or not the train
whistle was blown. For-
tunately for my clients, I was
able to convince the jury that
it was not".
Th Parker family, Max,
Gail, and Conrad, age 9, are
currently living on their'
housboat at Kenlake Boat
Dock: they have purchased a
farm on the Miller-Nicks Road
in the southwest section of
Calloway County on which
they will move soon. Gall
Parker is the former Gail
Treas, daughter of Mr. 'a*
Mrs. Jackie Treas of Route 7,
Murray.
Gail worked as a designer
for Liberty National Bank &
Trust Company in Louisville
and is responsible for the
renovation of the law office
building at fourth and Maple.
"We are glad to be home and
look forward to contributing
whatever we can to Calloway
County", said Gail.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A last-minute legal maneuver
by Kentucky bailbondsrnen
has delayed mandate of a
state Supreme Court ruling
upholding the constitutionality
of the state's bailbond law.
John Scott, clerk of the
Supfeme Court, said a
messenger delivered to his
home Monday night a petition
for rehearing of the high court
ruling on behalf of Don Major.
attorney for the Bonding
Association of Kentucky.
The Supreme Court ruled a
month ago that a bill passed




Major legally had 30 days
from the date of the ruling, or
until midnight Monday, to file-
the petition.
The state attorney general
now has 20 days to respond to
the motion for a rehearing.
Although the Supreme Court
is in recess during July and
August, it could becalled back
into session by Chief Justice
Scott Reed or a majority of
justices to consider the
petition.
_Under the rules of appellate
procedure, the petition for
rehearing by the court must
be limited to a consideration
of the issues argued on appeal,
and will be granted only when




overlooked a material fact in
the record, or a controlling
statute or decision, or has
misconceived the issues
presented on the appeal, or the
applicable law.
In the event the juatices
overrule the petition for re-




Despite the continuing legal
acrobatics, for practical
purposes the law became
effective statewide last week,
when the Supreme Court lifted
a Jefferson Circuit Court
injunction that had kept the
law from being enforced in
that county.
Besides bannliff corn- .
mercial bailbonding, the
legislation sets out a range of
alternatives for judges to Or
in guaranteeing a defendant's
reappearance in court. The
alternatives vary from -
release on personal




























Call 753-5523 after 5 p. iii.
or write
P. 0. Box 506, Murray, Ky.
boo Littleton, Choirmon Calloway Cooney Dwwwwork
Orgewlsweles
Pod Political Ativertisitolont
Dr. James B. Carlin, an
associate professor in the
Departments of Instruction
and Learning and Specill
Education at Murray te-
University, has accepted a
three-year appointment to an
international committee of the
Educational International.
The committee has the
lesponsibility for developing a
Student Leadership Education
Program. It will develop





parents and other groups
„etincerned with the healthy
growth and development of
children.
Murray State has a local
council of the Association of
Childhood Education, which
• Catlin ,serves as faculty ad-
visei.
Carlin, who joined the
faculty at Murray State in
1969, is the author of several
_professional journal articles.
The third edition his book
entitled "Vowell Word Attack:
4-Step Process': was released
this summer.
He formerly taught at the
University of Mississippi and
at Middle Tenneseee State
University ,and was the
supervisor of reading in-
struction in the Meridian,
Miss., public schools
Come on out to the fairgrounds and see our Money
Tree you know it could be yours!
(We'll let you in on a little secret. This money tree isn't
really graiwing, but you can make your money grow with a
savings account at Peoples Bank.)
IMP
